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height, good cellar and barn. The house
Brief articles, suggestions, and results of experience lons of milk, 480 pounds of cheese. or^X)
skirts of the village, and right before Iter ever had wages enough? Somehow sala
contains ten rooms, beside the huttries;
Why are ye like the goddess of flowers ?
relating to Farm, Gnrden or Household management pounds of Cutter per annum. . She herself
cistern in the cellar, and two wells on the premises,
stood a little house, gray and unpainted, at ries and wants never do keep up with each
Sure ye niver will guess it, I fear!
invited, from our readers interested in such matters weighs about 850 pounds, and many in
affording an ample supply of pare water. The lot is
whose window a young girl sat before her other. There are not many who, like an
90x196 feet, and the buildings are all in good repair.
stances are known where the annual milk
“ The ansor I now will be givin',
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It’s two slitories high ye are livin’.
ognizing in this young artist tha heroine set out on every side, and yet say. “ How
Prof. Arnold quotes one which weighing
In urging npon tlie farmers of Maine, as
That makes ye a rale second F lo ra!
of her friend’s story. Opportunities for do many things there are here that I do not
we have been doing in the past, and right* 1,080 pounds, gave from fi.000 to 8,000
ing good had passed by her one liy one want.” Yet if you can get a little into tins
pounds
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to
fully doing as we belive—tha growing of
unimproved in the olden days; here was way of looking at the luxuries of life, it the coffee.
more wheat and corn, those great staples 8.271 pounds. Tlie milk of the Avrshire.
one, and she would not neglect it; nnd in a will be a great help to your peace of mind.
when
tested
with the microscope, is found
A "xVi
fTHIE very pleasantand roomy story
The virtue lies, in the struggle, not the crops of largest consumption; we have
moment more sire was introducing herself And it is a very singular fact that most
-A and-a-half House situated on
been urging only half our contemplated well stocked with nitrogenous matter, and
north side Holmes St., in this city, is
to tlie young artist, and, all her fjd-time fortunes have been laid on very small price.—R. M. Milnes.
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offered for sale at u bargain. This
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tlie
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and
im
The world all praize the philosophers,
pride forgotten, chatting with her like an foundations. A great merchant was accus
house is finished throughout, has good
unequal in size. The defect is. no donbt,
Cellar, Cistern, Chickawnukie water piped to cellar,
old friend, winning her confidence, and de tomed to tell his many clerks that ho laid bnt toss their pennies into the hats uv the provement of Maine agriculture. Grain prejudicial to the Ayrshires in butter com
growing, as all farmers well understand, is
wall; good Barn and outbuildings. The Lot is 150 ft.
vising means to assist her without wound the foundation of his property when h e ! monkeys.
parisons, for tlie butter is not all got except
front by IOS ft. deep, and has an orchard, with apple,
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and
used to chop wood a t twenty-five cents a
ing her pride.
plum, cherry trees, etc., in good order.
One reason why more people did not get
by very skillful elnjruing. A pound of but
For further particulars enquire on the premises.
There was an irresistible charm about cord. Whenever lie was tempted to squan into the ark is that Noah neglected to ad it can be followed continuously only by the ter is.hsually obtained from 22 pounds or
20wS
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Lilia Burton’s manner. She was so thor der a quarter, he would say, “ There goes vertise in theVhiily papers.
2
ture. The heavy crops of wheat raised in 1-2 gallons of milk; bnt on old rich pas
oughly in earnest in pursuit of her life- a cord of wood.” lie learned in very early
ture, or when well fed, the quantity requir
“ Let me kick him for his motor,” is tliis State the past season, which have been ed
work, so wrapped up in tlie interestsof the years a lesson in practical economy.
will be reduced by a fifth.
i,An old woman had been seen for many what the disappointed stockholders now reported in our own and other journals, indear ones for whose sake she labored, that
dicate that we can grow wheat at a profit,
Lena became deeply interested in her, and years hanging about the wharves where say about Keeley.—Stamford Advocate.
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when she at last took her departure the roll vessels are loaded and unloaded in New
The worst thing about a mosquito is its
Care of C attle.
of hills was transferred to the artist’s hands York harbor, intent on picking up grains soliloquy as to where and when it had bet ful wheat culture—suitable soil, and the
anil Lena became the happy possessor of of coffee,corn, rice, etc., that by chance scat ter settle down nnd bite.—New Haven means of manuring and cultivation which
The
practice
some farmers have of turn
both the wheat and tjie corn crop demand.
tered on tlie piers. The other day she was Register.
one of her finesL paintings.
It is lo be regretted that we have had no ing their cattle into the yard, there to stand
Walking homo in tlie late afternoon, Lena badly hurt by some heavy bags of grain
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privileges
upon
all
day
exposed
to tlie cold, storms and
was conscious of a strange sense of self- falling on her. The kind merchants took his farm or grounds should plant, at this more reports of tlie character of soil and wind, is a mistaken as well as an expen
satisfaction, and almost contentment. For up a purse for old Rosa, and sent her to season, the beautiful, sweet-scented Pond the amount and kind of manure used for sive one. The difference in temperature be
these
wheat
crops—in
connection
with
tlie
tlie first time in years she had experienced her home in Hoboken in charge of an offi Lily, Nymplnea odorata.
reports of tho large yields. These points tween a warm stahlewand a cold yard is
the joy of making another happy, and the cer. What was his surprise to find that the
V E R Y B E S T P L A C E TO B U Y
and cattle cannot bo exposed to the
When you have bored tlie bull’s eye, set are of great importance, and may well form great,
good work so begun she had no intention neat and handsome furnished cottage was
or keen air of winter, without
of leaving ungnished.
tbo property of the old grain picker. She down and keep still; folks will think then the subject of communications for our col- cold winds
IR O N & STEEL, Chains and Anchors,
from them an amount of carbon suf
Before she retired for the night she had had literally built and furnished it, as the that you kan bit it enny time you have a umns'hetween now and’the time’of wheat taking
ficient
to
withstand
this cold. The animal
sowing. They would be likely to furnish
B LACKSM ITHS’ Stock and Tools,
written a long letter to an aunt in the city, coral workers do their homes, grain by mind to.—Josh Billings.
heat is made up from the food thev eat.
examples of great value to our farmers.
whose kind interest she felt determined to grain.
CORDAGE and Ship Chandlery,
and if they iu*e kept warm they do not re
The Rome Sentinel says: When a man
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at
least
par
awaken in belndf of her proleye.
Do not be discouraged though your prof wants to call a puppy lie whistles, but a
CARRIAGE BUILD ERS’ Supplies,
tially, but conclusively, we believe that quire the same food to keep in the sanie
A reply soon camo. Aunt R uth would its are small. If you cannot increase the
walks along with her hundkerchief Maine farms are callable of growing the condition. It reqnires no mathematician
lie glad of a companion, and would do all income, tlie only way out of the difficulty girl
C A R RIA G E Trimmers’ and Painters’ Goods,
flouting
across
her
shoulder.”
wheat and corn needed for Maine com- to show tliafc cattle exposed to the cold re
in her power to assist the young artist; and is to cut down tlie wants, Turn every
quire more food and consequently the cost
S H IP Spikes,’Oakum, Paints,
so it came about that when tlie first snows claim to the best account, and as prices go
“ After a man gets to be thirty-eight sumption—tlie next tiling we propose to o f feeding is increased. Cattle should have
F IS H E R M E N S ’ Fittings,
fell, Lilia Burton became an inmate of you will be able to get a vast amount of years old he kant form any new habits urge upon the minds of our readers, is that the run of the yard on warm sunny davs.
Mrs. Crane’s home, and began to apply comfort out of even a small income. The much. The best he kan do is to steer his the continuous cropping of wheat and com hut when stormy or windy they should on
QUARRYMEN’S Stock and Tools, Powder, etc.,
cannot be carried on without liberal and
herself with untiring assiduity to her loved habits that you are forming are also of tlie old ones,” says Josh Billings.
NAILS, GLASS, Taper, Paints,
systematic manuring, except at a great loss ly lie turned out to drink!
art.
tlie greatest importance and may be made
The telegraph operator at Holly, Mich., and a drain upon, or exhaustion of the cap
GUNS, REVOLVERS, Cartridges, etc.,
As for Lena, once having tasted lire the foundation stones of high prosperity.
stepped out to get a bucket of coal the ital of the farm—its natnral fertility. Of
sweets of doing good, she had no mind to
GALVANIZED Spikes, Nails, Blocks, Row-Locks
other night, and while he was gone some course this is a self evident truth—but such
G erm ination of A ncient Seed.
go liackto the old selfish life. On the right
one stepped in and stole his stove.
Hoop Iron, etc.,
truths need to be frequently and repeated
PHYSIOGNOMY.
and on tlie left she found those who needed
An interesting observation referring to
Next to the individual who doesn’t know ly held up to the attention, that their force
her help, her sympathy, and advice; and
C A R PET W EA VERS’ Twine and Warp,
They were in a railroad car, journeyin' anything at all, we would put the yount. may not be lost sight of. And in order tn tlie power of germination in seed which is
becoming interested in her work the old
SAILORS’ Oil Clothes, nats and Bedding,
man who goes to a concert and thinks he completely inaugurate a svstem of liberal hundreds and even thousands of years old,
pain and heart-ache lostsomc of itsstrength. to Chicago. On the opposite seat was
manuring, which is tlie other half of our is said to have been made by Professor
GR O C ER IES, Sugar, Pork, Beef, Molasses and
A complete change had passed over her na man of commanding figure, massive brow, is in a peanot shop,—Dramatic News.
plan, for the revival of Maine farming—we Hendreieh, in Greece. In the silver mines
ture. and her parents rejoiced in the result, and thoughtful expression.
Flour,
A heart memory is better than a head urge the keeping of more neat stock, sheep of Laurium only the sings, left by the an
“ What a fine countenance, James! I
without inquiring too closely into the
memory.
I
t
is
better
to
carry
away
a
lit
wish
I
knew
his
occupation.”
and
Fpigs; because they furnish the only cient Greeks, are at present worked, in or
cause which had prod need it. Gordon Gray
—AT—
tle of the life of God in our souls than to means of obtaining an abundance of farm der to gain by an improved modnrn meth
“ Maybe lie’s a lawyer, Amelia.”
did not go abroad. The ties which bound
“ No, lie's not a lawyer. There’s too ]1,0 !,ble
repeat every word of every ser dressing, the only perfect fertilizer, and he- od, silver still left in that dross. This re
him to his native land were too strong to
mon we have ever heard.
canse there is the most complete relation fuse ore i3 probably about 2,000 years old.
he broken; and so it came that frequenting much benevolence in that face for a law
Among it tlie seeds of a species of glacinm
In Siberia you can buy beef for two cents and inter-dependence between wheat and or
art galleries anil studios, lie became fami yer.”
poppy were found, whicli had slept in
‘
He
may
be
a
hanker.”
a pound, a goose for twelve cents, a chick corn growing, manure and live stock The
liar witli tlie fair young face which attrac
‘ Not a bit of it! A man with such a en for four cents, a horse for $5, and 1G1 examples of successful farming, the world the darkness of tho earth all this time. Af
ted him liy the earnestness imprinted on
a little while, when the slags were
every featuro. I t grew to ba one of liis heavenly expression couldn’t content him pounds of corn for Six cents, ,and you can over, in our own country nnd in other coun ter
tries, is that the balance o f success rests in\ brought up and worked off at the smelting
pleasures at last to stand by Lilia Burton’s self with money-getting. His aim in life shoot bears out of vonr parlor window.
the lice stock of the farm . This is true of ovens, there suddenly arose a crop of glaside, and watch her at her beautiful work, is higher than that.”
Hostess, famous for her dinners (to dis the great wheat growing states of the. West cium plants, with a iieautifnl yellow flow
“ Do you think he’s an editor? ”
giving freely a friend’s kindly criticism.
“ An editor with such a face! An editor tinguished gnestj: “ I hope you are hungry, as well as the wheat growing sections of er, of a kind unknown to modern botany,
The Christmas time was drawing nigh,
Sir Jam es!/ Distinguished Guest: “ No, Jhe Old World. Yet all over Maine we see hut described by Pliny and others as a com
saying
hard
tilings
about
everybody,
ridi
and Lilia's heart, overflowing with its debt
Mrs. Smythe, I am not hungry, but, thank instances which prove that unless this plan mon flower in ancient Greece.—London
of gratitude, determined to make a suitable culing long dresses, and abusing his moth goodness, I am greedy.”
is resorted to among us, as a system, we Jtoader.
acknowledgement to her kind benefactors. er-in-law! Aneditor. cutting and slashing
Our passions act ns the winds which pro- must continue to record a less and less yield
Hour by hour she labored patiently. When his enemies, skinning public men indis
claimed, drawing a wordy argument to a ] and yet I say unto yon, that even Solomon] tlie Christmas week dawned the work was criminately, and mercilessly slaughtering bel the vessel: our reason is "the pilot that of wheat and corn per acre, excepting, pos
Use of Lim e.
close; and Mr. Lynell, succumbing at la st, in all bis glory, was not arrayed like one completed, and was a portrait of Lena Ly liis best friend for the sake of a three line steers her. Without the winds she would sibly, in the new lands of our new coun
Ilaa opened a new
to the inevitable, drew a plethoric purse 1o f these. Wherefore, if God so clothe the nell, dressed in a dark
___ velvet
____ ________,
costume, paragraph! No, James, lie’s a philanthro not move, without the pilot she would be ties. Manure cannot be made on the farm
l’vof. Caldwell reasons in this way in tlie
without cattle, sheep and pigs—and suc New York Tribune: “ Hence, the first nnd
from his pocket, and placed a roll of bills grass of the field, which to-day is and to- | holding in her hand some crocuses. It had pist. He’s n Christian minister, or a learned lost. [French Proverb.
cessful grain crops cannot be taken from
in the tiny, ont-stretcliefi hand, when, with \ morrow is cast into tlie oven, shall He not , been sketched front memory, for Lilia had professor, spending liis life for the good of
“ I should just like to see somebody ab the land year after year, without heavy one of the most important rules to be oba kiss on his furrowed brow and a gay ranch more clothe you, oh ye of little . onco seen her thus; but tile tender, truth- mankind. His face plainly indicates that duct
me,” said Mrs. Smith at the breakfast manuring. It will not do to depend upon erved in the use of limo is that it should
song rising to her lips, Lena danced out of I faith? ”
"
i fill look was of a loftier character than had lie is all that is noble, pure, and true.”
be applied in these large doses only to soils
“ I guess you are right, Amelia. I'll take table, the other morning. “ H ’m ! so purchased commercial fertilizers of the comparatively rich in hnmus, or strong
the room.
! “ Oh. if von intend adding a ‘secondly’ been seen in Lena of old; though it was no
should I, my dear—so should I,” said Mr. different kinds—the manure factory must
As the echo of her footsteps died away to papa's sermon. T may as well be going,” exaggeration now. A loving heart had your word and his face for it.”
clay soils rich in finely divided sillicates.
Smith,
with
exceeding
earnestness.
'become a part of the policy and system of It has been proved by experiment tliat lime
tlie mother crossed to her husband’s side, I laughed Lena, rising to her feet nnd draw- dictated, a loving hand had executed tlie
At tlie next station an inquisitive farmer
AT T H E BROOK,
and smoothing the gray hair back from liis ! ing on her gloves. “ Can I bn of any fur- portrait, and rarely had a more beautiful took a seat beside the man witli noble brow,
“ Thank heaven,” said a tormented pas every farm in Maine; the keeping of pigs will convert plant-food from insoluble to
Over H. N. Keene’s Boot and Shoe Store, where is the brow, said:
—even
with
pork
at
less
than
five
cents
a
i ther service to you. Mrs. Alton? ”
and asked him about liis vocation. Amelia senger, “ there are no newsboys in heaven.”
face beamed forth from a canvass.
soluble forms in either case. We find the
best place to get your
I am sorry you yielded, Robert, for it] “ Will you have tlie kindness to match
As she put the last touch to the picture licit] her breath and listened to tlie reply. “ No,” replied tlie newsboy, but what com pound—and the keeping of cows and yonng proverb current in France and Germany,
will only encourage Lena in new extrava this zephyr for mo at Ilreet's? It’s for and leaned back with a sigh of satisfaction, I t was this:
fort do
find in that? ” ‘ The man didn't neat soil stock, which are to be stabled ev
well as in our language, that ‘ Iiine with
ery night tlie year round, must come into out manure makes the father rich, but
gances. It seems to me she grows more Lloyd's birth-day present, and baby isn’t Gordon Gray, wild had been absent from
“ I keep a saloon and meat-shop! My say, and everybody else looked pleased.
the system of Maine agricultural improve the children poor;’ which means, plainly
M a d e a n d R e p a ire d .
wilful, more selfish and heartless everyday. feeling well, and I dislike to leave him this the city, entered. In her absorption Lilia wife sells beer, and I do my own hutcher“
The
sun
rises
in
tlie
east,”
explained
ment, and this is the key note for the sea
used to think when we kept the little shop afternoon.”
did not perceive him till lie spoke.
th;it not only should we start with
tlie teacher. “ Yes, an’ there’s snthin’ rises son’s campaign. Determine now upon enough.
Give him a call before going elsewhere.
down tlie river and were so poor, so very,
Rescuing a torn Lit of paper from babys
“ Heavens! what alikeness!" he exclaim
good soil in using limo, bnt should main
in the west, too,” chimed in one of the more and better stock to be kept in the fu atain
C h ild r e n 's [W o rk m a d e a IS p e c ia lty . very poor, that riclt people did not know Howard’s fingers she wrapped it around ed. “ Only, if possible, even more beantiits good condition by the liberal use of
Found
o f L ast.
smaller
hoys.
“
Well,
what
is
it?
”
asked
ture. It will mean more manure; larger
And we find that whenever, in
g y Perfect fits warranted and satisfaction guaran the meaning of sorrow, lint tlie fortune I so the fleecy scarf of wool, nnd ulaced it in ful. Tell me, Lilia,” he cried, in agitation
tlie schoolma’ain. “ Injuns!” shouted the crops of hay, wheat and corn; more pork, manure.
coveted has proved a curse instend of a her friend’s band,
teed in all cases.
“ is this only a fancy piece, or is it a real
this country or elsewhere, lime is used in
Some years ago, as a Mississippi river urchin.:
wool, mutton, beef, miik, butter, cheese— telligently manure is used freely.”
blessing; and this sad morning it really
“ By tlie way, Lena,” she said, stooping portrait?"
steamboat came u/.-to a riyer landing, a
L. S. ROBINSON,
“ What fine dark hair you have got, Miss ail articles of prime importance and nniseems to me that 1 would gladly exchange to pick up the baby to conceal tier embar
“ It is a real portrait, answered Lilia, re ball, ungainly, g^wkisli looking fellow.
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it for the pence and quiet happiness that rassment. “ I had a letter from Gordon a garding
arding him with surprise “ Do you know . leaning against a wood pile, attracted the M — — ! My wife, who is much young ersal consumption—and it will mean more
were ours in those early days. God ans short time since.”
her"
ei. It is the face of Lena Lynell, my I attention of the passengers, one of whom, er than you, lias her liair quite gray.” than all else, a new era for better farmin’
A New In sect D estroyer.
wers our prayers sometimes, 1 think, to
A sudden ilusli swept into Lena’s face, dearest friend, and the noblest woman I a talkative and conspicuous person, re “ Indeed,” rejoined Miss M-------- “ if I and greater success in all the industries
had been yonr wife-niy hair no doubt had our State.—Main# Fanned'.
show us how little we know of our wants.” and in a voice which she strove in vain to ever knew.”
I marked to his friends that he wasgoinu
An experienced gardener tells of a new
You mast not give up so, Lucia,” said tlie make careless and unconcerned, she said:
She spoke with enthusiasm, and while ! have some fun out of that fellow. So he been gi*ay too.”
and effectual way of exterminating insect
A. D. BLACKINT0N,
husband's calmer voice. “ Lena is wild
He is well. I hope."
her visitor listened in astonishment anfl ad jumped ashore when the boat landed, and
He who will do his work aright will find STICK IN G TO AN OLD T R A D I pests, both in nnd out of doors. Take a
and thoughtless, but she is young, nnd we
nnd thinks of going abroad. His miration the whole story came out.
with a great show of fierceness approached that liis first lesson is to know himself, and
barrel and half fill it with coal tar. Then
C ivil E n g in ee r and Laud Surveyor. will hope for better things. With such a firmYes;
TION.
greatly desires that lie should become
A great revolution bad taken place in the ’fellow. Drawing a savage looking what is proper for him : and he who right
fill the barrel with water. After standing
true, wise mother. I cannot despair of her the resident partner in Paris. He lias noth Gordon Gray s heart. Even to himself lie bowie
R o c k la n d , M e.
ly understands himself will never mistake
knife, he said:
“ Old Farmer ” thus contributes to an ag awhile, the water may be sprinkled upon
Draughting* of all kinds done to order. Estimates reformation; and He who fed us in tlie days ing to keep him at homo, excepting myself would not before acknowledge that the old
So, old fellow, I’ve found you at last. another man’s work for his own, but will ricultural journal, published in another the leaves and stems by means of a whiskof earth and stone excavations—highway bridges, &’C. of adversity will not, I know, forsake us in and Lloyd, nnd we shall try not to be selfish love still lingered; but it needed hut this
You’re the man that stole a dog of mine, love and improve himself above all other State: “ Green manure spread upon grass broom or watering-pot. According to this
Work out of the city done promptly, and at satisfactory our time of worldly prosperity.”
in a matter so greatly to liis advantage.”
breath of praise from a woman’s lips to and I’ve sworn to get square with you. I ’ve things.
rates.
land is subject to great loss. In tliis green gardener’s positive statement, it will nt
Meanwhile Lena stood in her own room
Office with Hurricane Granite Company.
Five minutes later. Lena was on her way fan the smouldering embers into a brilliant been looking for you for a year.”
Making the best of it is a good rule for state before decomposition takes place, tlie cnee kill all the insects with which it comes
before the mirror trying the effect of va down tile street. Mrs. Alton, watching ame. When they parted it was with a'firni
Tlie gawky lazily opened his eyes in everybody. “ What is the matter?” asked manure is rich in ammonia and carbonic in contact, without in the least liarming
rious ribbons that lay nearher, but whether her from the window, whispered to herself, resolve in his heart to pay his sister a visit, wondering
amazement at first, as though a lawyer of his coachman. “ The horses acid, and these being volatile, eseape and the plant.
tlie setting was of rose, violet, or snow, tlie while a look of deep interest settled on her and see for himself if time had indeed he didn’t understand
It has also been frequently noticed tliat
it. Then catching are running away, sir.” “ Can you not are lost. When manure is kept in solid
beautiful picture fmmed therein remained face:
wrought such wondrous changes.
s’ight of tlie laughing passengers looking pull them np?” “ lam afraid not.” “ Then mass, these are returned to their original worms which happefied to be nndernewlyunchanged. It was a lovely face that the
What the result of his observations was on from the deck, he took in the situation. said the lawyer, after judicial delay, “Jrun elements fitted as plant food.”
Gordon was right. She is thoroughly
laid gas-tar walks would soon after the
(Successor to J . G. Lovejoy,)
mirror reflected, and thongh a prond, cold selfish and heartless, and not worthy of fnay lie inferred from the fact that Lena By the time “ Smarty ” had finished telling
It is a long day since we have seen such walks had been made appear lifeless along
look was dawning in tlie once gentle eves, him. I must give np my pretty dream. Lynell is now, and lias been for many years him how long ho h:ul been looking for him, into something cheap.”
nnd hard, defiant lines settling around the Lloyd says that match-making is one of my his happy wife. In her sunlit homo she he had taken out of his pocket a fist like a
The other day, as two newly arrived an assemblage of discarded traditions. IF tAw edges,
we have read agricultural chemistry aright,
once yielding mouth, tlie vivid coloring failings.”
St.,
hears of the fame and honor whicli her sledge hammer on tho end pf the arm of a i Micks were
Berry Block, (Lime Rock Bank Stairway,)
. . walking
,
= up• ,Kearuey
,
. a green manure contains neither ammonia
and perfect outline made it a face, once
Meanwhile Lepa passed on her way un protege has acquired; of the wealth that has windmill. He swung it once and knocked I Pavement trap-door opened and a Chinese nor carbopic acid. Ammonia is putrid ni
F a rm Ite m s.
M A IN S T -,
ROCKLAND.
seen, to lie forever kept in memory—a face conscious that on tliis perfect day of all the poured in upon her; of the hosts of friends the man wild had been looking for h i m / tore P”rte’* ^ f ? orra.' s:ll5! trogen’ a compound which cannot be formed
full of strength nnd power. Left to her year nature had turned spend-thrift, and who throng around her; and she thanks tlie plump into the river. Then resuming his one °f l'le Paddies, if the haythens haven t
It is said by a fanner who has tried the
until
the
“
mass”
passes
into
a
putrescent
own resources, Lena Lynell would have with reckless hand was flinging her wealth Giver of good, who turned her feet from place against tlie wood pile, lie raised liis pot, a.tun,n.el ,c,*:ino tllr° from Ch,uec’ blu1
state. When a manure heap begins to rot experient so often as to be sure of liis
fought bravely tlie battle of life; would of beanty on wood and plain. The earth the paths of folly nnd selfishness, and in eyes to the deck, and witli a very lazy drawl luck
"" to” thim!
1
nd putrefy, it give9 off nitrogen, which ground tliat bnttermilk ponretl over the
have proved the strength and support of the was rolled in glory, but Lena, walking like teaching her to labor for other brought true inquired:
Arthur (who has been listening witli combining with hydrogen, forms ammonia. back of a scurvy pig will entirely and
natures dependent upon her. But one in a dream, was conscious only of the happiness to her worldly heart.
Life and F ire Insurance A gent. weaker
“ Is there anybody else on this boat look breathless interest to one of grandpa’s Bi If we read chemistry aright, nitrogen, speedily remove the scurf. The remedy is
the
nature
that
would
have
come
forth
un
old, old heart-ache; the keen pain so long
ble stories)—“ And w e re you in the ark carbon, nor any other elementary sub simple. Almost every farmer can boast of
ing for me?"
R e p r e se n ts T h ir ty -n in e M illio n D o lla r s.
scorched from the fires of adversity lias not battled witli, rose in its might and threat
grandpa, along with Noah and all the rest stances can feed a plant. To become one or more scurvy pigs, and if bnttermilk
ASr Losses adjusted at tiffs office,
Tlie slanderar injures three persons at
been able to withstand tlie glow of pros ened to overcome her.
of ’em? ” Grandpa (indignantly)—" No plant food, each must pass into some form will cure, it should not he spared.
once;
him
of
whom
he
speaks
ill,
him
to
perity, nnd living a useless, aimless life,
Curious Tilings.
N o . 2 8 7 U n io n B lo c k
sir; certainly not!” Arthur—“ Then how of combination. Nitrogen and hydrogen
He was going away. j.-The faint hope whom he says it, and most of all himself
Give old and young trees an annual spring
witli no higher ambition than to outshine which had sustained Her these weary
5
ROCKLAND. MAINE.
is it you wasn’t drowed? ”
must combine, to form ammonia, carbon washing with lye. It will exterminate the
A pair of ladies shoes that aren’t a ’mile
her gay companions of her tpparel. or the months, was utterly quenched. lie had in saving it.
An anedote is told of a judge, profane and oxygen must combine to form carbon bark louse and other insects. • Where trees
too big.’
acquisitions of some new baubles, she was never cared for her, she whispered bitter
and irritable, who never let a meal pass ic acid. Carbonic acid and lime must are old and rough barked, subject the stems
H. N . K EEN E,
The inhabitants of Madagascar are dy
An impartial base ball umpire.
growing cold, proud, nnd nnwomanly.
ly, and there was nothing left for her hut
DEALKB IN
A clown’s joke loss than forty years old. without a sonorous invocation upon the re combine to form carbonate of lime and so to a thorough scraping nnd remove entire
Once indeed in the months drifting rap the same weary, aimless, tolerable life she ing to get hold of an American ship-capt
ly the rough, dead bark. Orchards need
An infant that isn’t “ just the sweetest past. Onco he rebuked a deaf guest who
idly by, a change had come ever her life had endured so long. She had deceived ain who has sold them ten thousand quart
We have supposed that science had dis manuring as much as any other part of the
BOOTS, SH O ES, RUBB ER S, Tlie touch of a master hand, tlie glance of
innocently interrupted him whilo thus en
herself in these bright, brief days forever cans of tomatoes as a new kind of gun baby iu the world.”
Moccasins, Sole Leather, Wax Leather, French
A “ didn’t-know-it-was-loaded ” gun’tliat gaged,' as follows: “ Damn it, don’t you closed, that it is sulph^-drie acid and not farm. Coarse stable manure is tho best:
a dark eye, tlie persunsive accents of a rone by. It was only a friend’s glance that powder.
and American Calf Skins, Machine Belting,
ammonia, which contains the pnngent and It should be applied in the fall.
see that I am saying grace? "
Linings and Shoe Findings,
never killed anybody.
loved voice, had awakened new aims and had met her, only a friend’s brave, hopeful
offensive odor, which escapes from fresh
V o m e r M a in a n d
ambitions in her worldly heart, had given words, that had given her sucii hope and
A newspaper communication that was
An intoxicated man passing a door, over
A little boy ran away from home, and dung. We believe tliat tlie means of inves
Every farmer should try to get a year’s
L i n d t e y S tr e e ts ,
her a faint glimpse of the possible Eden.
not
“
struck
off
in
a
hurry.”
which
was
tho
sign,
“
Cast
Iron
Sinks,”
while'enjoying himself in forbidden fields, tigation in tlie hands of the scientific ex stock of manure ahead, and during the pro
courage; and in return she had given ail
But Gordon Gray, for some reasons un tlie wealth of a young heart’s first love. looked np, and, after reading the sign sev
A political stump speaker who never a thunder storm came up, and it began to perimenter, have exploded the idea that cess of rotting it should be well' covered
known to herself, and nt the very time Clasping her hands in sudden agony, the eral times, said: “ Well, who said it nbused the opposition candidates.
hail. Ilis'guilty conscience needed no no manure, fresh or old, “ flies oil' ■’ any ]ier- witli loam or muek to prevent the escape
A newspaper that isn’t “ the best adver cuser. Running home, he burst into the
when hi had appeared most devoted nnd slip of paper fell from her trembling fin didn’t? ” [Colby Echo.
ceptihle quantity of ammonia, the greatest of its most valuable constituents. Only
love-like—how well she remembered!—had gers. As she stooped to regain it her glance
tising medium in the county.”
presence of his astonished mamma, ex
composted manure will repay its cost
gone away and forgotten her, nnd in the fell upon her own name, written in a hand
A country residence for sale tliat is not claiming breathlessly: “ Ma, ma, God’s toss rarely exceeding a pound of ammonia well
Profi'essor W----- , in composition class:
(20 cents worth) to a ton of manure. Plow for top dressing. Green manure spread
DEALER IN
effort to shake off tlie memories whose tune writing she knew hilt too well: and with ‘ You may have for one of your subjects “ within five minutes ” walk of tho railroad frowing stones nt me' "
ing in manure, which “ old farmer ” ailvo- upon grass, cither in spring or fall, is sub
F A N C Y
G O O D S ,
fnl vibrations maddened her, Lena plunged out stopping to think, she unfolded tlie pa for your next essay, Manners.” “ Can we station.”
An Irishman, in describing America,said vates, we deprecate. This is what steals ject to great loss. The only profitable use
H o s ie r y , B u tto n s , F r in g e s a n
still deeper into the engulfing maelstrom of per anu read as follows:
Anything advertised three weeks before
write on the bad manners in college?” “Oh,
D re s s T r im m in g s .
“ I am told that you inoight roll England the food fed to plants. The great loss of for it is to plough it into the soil, where it
fashionable life.
“ I do love her, Nellie, as I never expect certainly, write about whatever yon are Christmas tliat isn’t “ suitable for holiday tlirn it, an’ it wouldn’t make a dint in the manure is in going down instead of going will decompose and form plant food for the
A lso, D RESS AND CLOAK M A K IN G
presents.”
A few boars later, robed iu rich attire to love again; but I dare not trust my life’s best acquainted with.”
257 M ain S treet, R o ckland.
A pnragrapliist tliat never made a pun on ground; there’s fresh water oceans inside up. Tlie most productive farm we know future.
j%g-A gent for the Peerless Paper Pattern Co., of N Y she swept down the street on her way to happiness in the hands of one so utterly
turkey in connection with Thanksgiving that ye moight dround Old Ireland in; an’ of, is one where the manure for years has
Professor Kedzie, of the Michigan Agri
ly5
the jeweler’s. In tlie little country town frivolous nnd selfish. I had almost said
Puck wants to know; Is the art of land day.
as for Scotland, ye moight stick it in a been spread upon the grass land, fall and cultural College, at Lansing, has been mak
which was her home there was not her heartless. I t gives me keen pain to write scape painting acquired easily? Why do
A young lady who can pass a plate glas3 comer an’ ye’dn iver be able to find it out, spring. Twenty years experience with ing several experiments to determino the
equal for beauty of face, or grace of form this, but the truth stands before me, and I some men drink every time they meet? Do
except it might be by the smell of whis mnscle bed and porgy chum, have shown actual value of old sod manure. He took
a fact of which she was proudly con must face and bear it. There has been a girls in a printing office like men to set up window on the Sabbatli without turning
that the nearer thev can be kept to the sur a square foot of June grass tnrf and washed
_A_. M . A U S T I N , scious;
key.”
and the looks of admiration that lime when I thought she might prove dif with? Our girl sayssho had rather set up her head.—Norristown Herald.
D E N T IS T .
A gentleman went into a fashionable tail face, the more lasting they are. We have away all the soil in running water, and
greeted her from thi passers-by were de ferent; that the slumbering better nature
OFFICE OVER T. A. WENTWORTH’S 8T0RE, licions food for her v uiity, which was be in soul would waken to new life; but the with a stick.
’s, and, addressing tho master, said, “ I made a radical change in the method of ap then weighed tho roots and snrfnce grass
A Sum m ary i liaugeB E R R Y B LO C K .
believe yon make for tho Prince of Wales?” plying manure. Nono is plowed in. No to determine the amount of green manurial
coming the controling power of her nature. experience of the past year has proved my
Dentistry in all its branches promptly attended to
There
was
a
wedding
in
Newton,
Conn.,
“
Wales.
Wales? ” repeateded the snip re matter what the crop may be, no manure matter usually contained in heavy green
Passing a ,lonely residence on a retired hopes false. On every hand I hear of her
at REASONABLE PRICES.
is applied until the land is ready for tlie
A Brazilian count, a billionaire, was din
63" Teeth extracted without pain, by the use ol street, her attention was arrested by a rap vanity nnd folly, her selfishness and hard the other day, after, as the local chronical ing at the table d hotc of a fashionable flectively. Then, calling to his clerk, ho harrow; then it is spread and pulverized sward, and found it to be five ponnds to the
says
a
vigorous
courtship
of
15
years.
So
said:
“
Jonkins,
take tile lodger down and
Nitrous Oxide Gas.
square foot, or at the rate of more than one
on the window pane, and the sweet face of lieartedness. I am going away, and in
Parisian
hotel.
His
outlet
was
to
his
taste,
Rockland Jan. I, 1679,
5
look under ‘ W,’ and see if we have got a with a Randall harrow, which intermixes hundred tons to the acre. The Professor
Gordon Gray’s sister, Mrs. Alton, an old the new life opening before me I shall try delighted was everybody that the stars and and he ordered another:
it with the soil and leaves it within reach says: “ Few farmers estimate correctly tho
customer called tho Prince of Wales.”
time friend and schoolmate, looked out to drive tlie memory of Lena Lynell from stripes were hoisted on the hotel and many
We only give one cutlet,” said the man
of tbo plant feet roots, and an increase of
private residences, and a salute of guns
A young woman wrote to a newspaper crops shows that it is the better way.— amount of vegetable matter they add to
my mind.”
from its framework of vines.
ager, “ and no bread with one fishball.”
the soil by plowing under greensward.
“ Can’t yon come in a few moments Le
Pleasant words -for a loving, sensative was filed at tlie hour of the ceremony.
Without a word the count rose, went out, to sny that she bad always longed to look Rural, in Maine Farmer.
na, dear? I have something to show you," heart to scan! But in extreme cases harsh
bought the hotel, returned, led the mannger upon the ocean as it lay asleep, basking in
A successful New York market garden
she called, and running lightly np the steps remedies are needed, and Nellie Alton nev
“ You see, my dear,” lie explained, “tlie to the front door and kicked him down the tho calm snnshino on a lovely summer day.
er states that he uses cotton cloth, at a cost
W heat in Rows.
Lena found herself in the pleasant parlor, er did a wiser deed than when, unwitting man was climbing; the ladder with a hod- Bleps, then reseating himself at the table, and the Louisville Courier Journal advises
of
one eighth that of glass, for more than
her to assuage the longing by a whole day
endeared to her by so mnny happy memo ly, she placed that slip of torn paper in her fill of mortar on his shoulder. Jnst ns I said:
I have been, growing wheat in rows nnd threc-fonrths of his hot-lieds, nnd although
over a wash-tub nnd lashing the suds into
friend’s hand.
ries of the past.
passed under it he slipped, nnd the whole
“ Bring me another outlet.”
not
so good for the earliest beds, it is pre
cultivating
the
same
in
the
spring
for
the
A new painting hung upon the wall, and
They brought it, swift as tlie eagle cleaves a fury of foam. Is that the way that edi last six years. I have cultivated the ferred for all later ones. It is prepared by
After the first glow of indignation liad contents of the hod came down on my
10
R o c k l a n d , M a in e .
tor goes to the seaside?
to this Mrs. Alton directed her friend’s at subsided, Lena was conscious of a faint head.” “ How ridiculous you must have the air.
making the cloth covers a few inches wid
space
between
the
rows
ns
often
ns
three
tention. I t was a simple forest scene,
thrill of joy mingling with the keen pain looked I” she replied. “ On the contrary,
A Highlander called at n railway ticket times, and have no trouble in regard to the er and longer than the frame, hemmed
the foreground a dead deer lay upon the Gray’s words had caused. He had eared my dear, I was sub-lime.”
An eminent divine happened to meet two office iu an unimportant seaport town not ripening of the wheat. I sow in scores and provided with small curtain rings fif
greensward, with a tired hound resting by for her then, after nil; it was her own hand
of his parishioners nt the house of a law a hundred miles .from Dundee, when tlie twelve inches wide, perfectly flat on bot teen inches apart around the harder, stout
his side; overhead a scarlet maple tossed that had dashed the cup of joy from her
The Sunday Times says Mr. Daniel Lar yer whom he considered too sharp a prac last train was about starting, and asked for tom, leaving a space of ten inches between ly sewed on; and by hooking over nails
its gorgeous banner on the airfan d n little lips. If she had only been true to herself, rabee of Portland gave four sparrows their titioner. The . lawyer jocularly and un a ticket to a place three miles beyond the wheat rows for cultivation, and also for the cloth is drawn air tight oyer the frame.
beyond a monarch oak, jnst touched witli how much pain she might have been spar fill of oats the other morning. The next day graciously put the question: “ These are where the train was going. When he was a free circulation of airand-sunlight. My One quart of linseed oil. one of pulverized
gold by the fairy frost, reared its regal ed ; and the old child-look came back in they returned with abonl twenty-five others members of your flock; may I ask, do you told by the clerk that train did not go yield has been from forty-eight to seventy? sugar of lead, nnd four ounces of pulverized
bead; on the right a blue river wound its lo Lena’s face, and the tears rose in her nnd all were fed as before. The next day look upon them as white or black sheep?” Itere, he remarked, “ If she were to give one bushels to the acre since I have devised rosin, are heated, dinsolved and thoroughly
G rain ers nnd P a p e r H angers.
way among the hills; over all hung the soft eyes as she prayed silently, “ God, forgive the fences were lined, nnd thedny after the “ I don’t know,” answered the divine, dri tile engine-master a saxpenee to hersel’, thia plan—never l'essTh-m forty-eight bush mixed iu an iron kettle, and one coat ap
D e a le rs in P aints, Oil, G lass, & c tender haze of an October noontime, a sim me, and help me to Ire a better woman
yard and trees were full of the little spar ly, “ whether they are white or blaok sheep wad she tak her liame on the coal-box of els. Last season my yield was fifty-seven plied while hot to the upper side of the
pie picture in itaway, but in the depth of
The coverted bracelet had lost its eharm rows. How did the little creatures com- but I know if they are here long they are her engine? It'yndna. tak’ her far oot o’ hushels to thaacre.-^J'Correspo.njJejj^.Cggpj cloth. This renders it tight and nearly
Opposite fFar„ 202 Main St.
X Ame, R pk coloring and exquisite grace of the figures She was in no mood for trifles. Turning inunicate their good tidings
lead to their having it re g u la rly . ~
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in the foreground, holding out a promise
of better things.
“ It is beautiful,” said Lena, with longdrawn breath of admiration. “ Who is the
artist? ”
T H E STORY OF L IF E .
] “ I t is tlie work of one of our townswo
men, and it is her story I wish to tell yon.
BY JOHN G. SAXE.
I Take Ibis easy chaii by the window,” and
Say what is life? ’Tis to be born,
wheeling forth a cushioned seat. Mrs. AlA hopeless babe to greet the light
ton placed herself by her friend’s side, while
With a sharp wail, as if the morn
I baby Howard, picking up a letter that had
Foretold a cloudy noon and night;
1fallen from the table, amused himself pullTo weep, to sleep and weep again,
! ing it to pieces.
With sunny smiles between, and then?
I “ Do you remember the head clerk at
And then apace the infant grows
Belmont’s? h began Mrs. Alton, “ the one
To be a laughing, sprightly boy,
! with the scholarly face and dreamy, artist
Happy, despite bis little woes,
J eye? A few years since lie was a lending
Were he but conscious of his joy!
merchant in one of the large cities.
To he, in short, from two to ten,
Through the Ireaeheiy of a friend, jn
A merry, moody child; and then?
whose honor lie had confided, lie became a
bankrupt, and was forced nt last to accept
And then in coat and trousers clad
the situation he holds at present. Of his
To learn to say the Decalogue,
five daughters, delicately reared and fash
And break it, an unthinking lad,
ionably educated, only one, the youngest,
With mirth and mischief all agog,
could do anything to ass is t herself, or lessen
A truant oft by field and fen,
the family harden, while the mother, com
And capture butterflies, and then?
pletely prostrated by the loss of fortune, be
And then, inersased in strength and size;
came a helpless invalid. But my little
To be anon a Youth full grown;
heroine lias proved herself equal to every
A hero in his mother’? eyes,
emergency. Housekeeper,seamstress, nurse,
And young Apollo in his own;
all
in one, she has the priceless faculty of
To imitate the ways of men
making the most of their small income. A
In fashionable sin, and then?
friend of mine, while examining some of
And then, at last to be a man,
her paintings, praised her talent and sug
To fall in love, to woo and wed!
gested that she might dispose of them nt
'With seething brain to scheme and plan;
good prices. Acting upon this bint she has
To gather gold, or strive for bread;
offered some of the best for salp, but lias
To sue for fame with tongue or pen,
met with very little encouragement, not
And gain or lose the prize, and then?
withstanding the undisputed merit of iter
And then in gray and wrinkled Eld
productions. She is anxious now to raise
To mourn the speed of life’s decline,
funds to enable her to spend the winter in
To praise the scenes of youth beheld,
the city, taking lessons of Grange, who is
And dwell in memory of Lang Syne,
a master in his department. Dili’s experi
To dream awhile with darkened ken,
ence as teacher of a small class in drawing
Then di op into his grave, and then ?
has shown her how superficial her educa
tion lias been, and she wishes to cultivate
her talent, but unless she receives help
from some friend, I fear she will not suc
ceed. While Lloyd is so embarrassed,"
and shadow flitted across the speaker’s face,
“ I cannot conscientiously do much to as
sist her from my own purse; but I hope to
interest some friends in her case;” and
Mrs. Alton paused, while her eyes sought
n
—
her friend’s face wistfully.
Into the coziest and prettiest of breakfast
Lena, throwing off a momentary feeling
rooms stole the bright rqys of tlie October of embarrassment, answered:
sun. There were beautiful pictures on the
“ I am sure I should be glad to assist her.
walls, choice flowers abloom in graceful Nellie, if it were in mv power, but we have
vases, and the breakfast table, with its n r-, already more paintings than I can find room
ray of china and silver, was itself the per- for, and it does cost one so much to dress
feet picture which the artistic housewife now-a-days. Wily, only this morning papa
knows how to invoke from chaos; but not was lecturing me on what he was pleased
n face amid the group gathered there but to call my extravagance, because I wanted
wore n shade of care and annoyance. The that lovely bracelet at Ball's. Such a
father leaning back in his chair, toyed ner beauty! And not another in town like it.
vously with liis teaspoon: tlie mother, a I’m sure I don’t begin to have as much as
slender, delicate lady, with pensive face and other girls with our means; and what’s the
gentle brown eyes, now dim with tears, use living, I should like to know, if one
pushed aside tlie hardly tasted food, and can’t dress ns other people do? ”
passing to tlie window, stood lost in thought
Alt old-fashicned quotation, one seldom

Lena’s Temptation.
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THE ROCKLAND GAZETTE.

[From the Boston Advertiser of Feb. l?th.]

B reaking th e Nation’s F a ith .
I SSF* In the house of Representatives, on
The Senate of the United States has giv- Wednesday of last week, Mr. Rice of this
en ns a new interpretation of nutional honor city made an able nnd what seems to us
—a new illustration of the regard in which ought to have been n convincing argument
a great nation holds its treaty obligations, against the bill to set off Ward 7 of this
It has done in tho case of China what it citJ and incorporate it as a separate town,
would not dare to do in the case of Great | Mr- Rice took UP nnd answered, in order,
Britain, nnd what, if consummated, will the statements which had been printed and
meet with rclatintion disastrous to A meri-, circulated upon the desks of the members,
can interests in China. The passage of the He showed that the interests of the 7th
Chinese restriction bill is an abrogation of Ward and the remaining part of the city
the treaty with an important power, with- are mutual nnd identical; that nearly all
out the formality of notice to that power , tho inhabitants of that Ward are, directly,
and against all the claims of international or indirectly, in one way or another, inter
justice and comity. The position of our ested in tile business that is carried oil *n
Maine Senators upon this question is a tho lower wards: that the quarrying of
source of mingled satisfaction and chagrin. limestone in Ward 7. the hauling of it over
Senator Hamlin, nearing the close of his roads that lie mostly in the other wards nnd
long service in the Senate, comes to the de the manufacturing of it into lime in the
fense of justice, humanity nnd national shore wards, is one business nnd thnt the
honor, with the old spirit with which he two parts of the city engaged in it arc natuwas went vigorously to contend against the ally, necessarily and inseparably connected.
oppressors of another despised race. His He showed that tlie case was very dif
manly words will find echo and applause in ferent from that of other cities having a
the breasts of his constituents. This can suburban population—of the city of Augus
not be said of the junior Senator from Maine ta, for instance, sitnated in tlie midst of a
The spreading conviction thnt Mr. Blaine township six miles square, where the farm
in the Senate has not manifested that sub ers back from the city have no interest in
tained power which won the brilliant repu the business that is being done in the city
tation of Mr. Blaine in the House, and proper, but only go there for a market. He
the suspicion that there is a falling off in the also contrasted the case of Rockland with
political sagacity which has heretofore that of Camden, which had four villages
been one of his marked characteristics without mutuality of interest or dependence
find new confirmation in his position on this upon each otlior. He took up and answer
question. As the only New England Re ed the statements nnd arguments made on
publican Senator who voted for this meas tho questions of police, fire department,
lire, Mr. Blaine has certainly displayed a reservoirs, gas lighting, street grading,
lack of sagacity and committed a mistake sewerage, Sea street breastwork, highways
which will be very damaging to him. Re (of which Ward 7 has more than one-third),
garded in its relation to his Presidential etc. The question of Ward 7 going outand
prospects, if his action wns designed to se taking out nil the quarries, of which tlie
cure support on the Pacific Coast, it has greater portion are owned in the other
doubtless lost him much more at the East Wnrds, was forcibly put, as was also the
than it has gained him at the West. The ar Joint that in case of separation. Ward
guments in support of this bill were in great which would still come to tlie shore to do a
part weak, and such as appealed to preju great portion of its business, and for its
dice, rather than reason nnd justice. Qual postal, church and other facilities, would
ities regarded as commendable nnd worthy still enjoy all tlie privileges of its present
of imitation in other races were mado oc connection with tho rest of tlie city, with
casion of condemnation to the Chinese. Ex out paying anything towards maintaining
treme economy and thrift are placed among them.
In closing his speech, Mr. Rice made
the Chinaman’s vices—not his virtues. He
can work very cheaply, but so can a ma two points, which seem to us to involve
most
serious obstacles to the proposed sep
chine, and the argument is about as good
against the one as the other. Senator aration and to be worthy of very careful
Bruce of Mississippi represented a higher consideration. Tlie first relates to tlie ad
rade of American statesmanship than justment of tlie existing city debt, in case
Mr. Blaine, when he said that he belonged of division, and tho second raises a consti
to a race which had the best reason of any tutional objection, whicli seems to be well
in the world, that of experience, to know taken. Mr. Rice says:

cry because the trustees didn’t do more,
>J<Tuesday evening was the time for the last
<i< The sttnmer City of Richmond had hard
but as I am tbe only man here who has a
monthly meeting of the City Council for the pres- work to make her trips In the severe weather of
salary, I won’t leave matters in such a way
In the old, old days, when one-half of
ent
municipal
year,
but
owing
to
the
storm,
there
last
week. She left Machiasport Tuesday morning
that this business shall appear in the pub
these Uuited States held a race of men in
was no quorum in the Common Council. In the and proceeded as fitr as Milibrtdge, where she enlished statement. Il is really a matter the •fr City election one week from next Monday.
T h ursday, F e b ru a ry 20, 1879.
Board
of
Aldermen
live
members
were
present
and
countered
a heavy gale and head sea and lay there
subjection, it wns the thing to meet those
public has no business with, but I am de
waiting for better weather till Thursday morning,
termined to leave matters in such a way in -h No criminal business before the Police Court Alderman Achorn was chosen Chairman.
who, in the other half of the land, protested
this week.
T he W ater Question.
Petition
of
Wm.
H.
Blood
nnd
others,
asking
when
she
started
again, but about two hours out a
case
of
my
deuth
the
Bunk
shall
be
pro
that the colored people should be free, with
tected.'
•F The Custom House will be closed Saturday that the street lamp nt comer of Park nnd Union portion o f her bulwarks was stove in by a heavy
In the House yesterday the majority Re the very pertinent inquiry, “ Do you want
“
He
knew
I
wns
to
be
there
in
August
(22d) it being a legal holiday.
streets
be
replaced
by
a
gas
light,
was
referred
to
sea
and
some
of
her
light work was carried away
port of the Committee on Ix>gal Affairs, your daughter to marry a nigger? ” Now
to make an examination; thut his statement 4* Schooner Caroline Knight will repair at the Committee on streets and sent down.
(Capt. Kilby then put back to MiUhridge and regiving petitioners for charter for a new that we are, in the opinion of Mr. Blaine,
would be forwarded in November. He
Bill
of
Minot
Tolman,
for
damage
to
sleigh
by
a
mained
till
Friday
morning,
when he started out
water company leave to withdraw, was ac threatened with another race difficulty, he
did not make that §2,000 entry until after North Marine Railway.
snow-slide in front of Simonton Bros.’ store, was aguin, arriving here the same afternoon and in
that date. I am satisfied he did not make it 4- The Methodist Sunday-school went on a ride referred to Committee on streets and sent down for Portland that night. This week, on account of
cepted.
himself, an old advocate of free labor, op
until January. He menntthe Bank should to Thomaston yesterday afternoon and had a nice concurrence.
i Tuesday's moot, the Richmond’was also a dav
poses tile admission of Chinese into the
have it. He calculated to pay that note. time.
school department bills were examjped late on her up trip. She left Machiasport as usual
s y T h e Legislature will probably adjourn country for no better reason than is implied
See how it came out. After his death i 4* Rememlier the levee and dramatic entertain andVarious
approved
Tuesday morning and came as far as Millbridgee
alajut the 28lh day of February.
went down to Dexter nnd examined the
of the St. David's (Catholic ) congregation,
in a difference in the diet of Caucasians
Rolls of Accounts were passed and sent down where she remained till next morning, arriving
bank books. I found the note nnd the col ment
this evening.
for concurrence as follows: Contingent Fund, here at 3 P. M. yesterday. Capt. Kilby and his
and Mongolians. The only other argument
lateral,
the
life
policy.
Ilis
books
showed
The country appeals from the Senate
clearly that the assets of the bank were 4« A special meeting o f the City Council will be $150.24; Pauper Fund, $306.63; Highway Fund, officers are experienced and careful seamen and
that is attempted is thnt the Orientals do
to President Hayes. Veto the Anti-Chinese
what my very careful inspection showed called for next Tuesday, to finish the business of $109.96; Police Fund, $43.53; Fire Department, care faithfully for the interests committed to their
not amalgamate with other people, who
chai-ge.
$24.49.
the municipal year.
them to be.
Bill!
have come here from other parts of the
Adjourned.
“ I tell you they are not going to find 4* Tuesday gave us another severe snow storm,
* Last Monday night, as Dr. A. M. Austin and
world, and who are called Americans sim
any
defalcation
in
Mr.
Barron’s
accounts.
Rockland enjoyed the novel social event of a wife and Dr. S. H. Boynton and wife were return
continuing all day. The snow which fell was very
President has nominated Mr.
That slight errors should occur or might lie light and drifted badly.
ply because they live at present on this con
wedding
in
church
last
Monday
morning,
on
ing
from a party at Mr. I). C Smith’s, in Dr. Aus
ltichnrd P. Stone to be Collector of CoS'
detected from a microscopic examination,
tinent. But that argument is swept away
which occasion Mr. Gideon M. Smith, of New
totr.B at Bangor.
is by no means impossible. I have sealed 4< A change has been made in the timc-talde of York, and Miss Fannie Glover, daughter of Capt, tin’s sleigh, they met with quite a serious accident.
by a simple statement of the fact that the
Opposite
Jos, Abliot’s store, was a place where the
down thirteen savings bunks in this Stnte, the Maine Central Railroad, as will lie seen by tlie Thos. B. Glover, of this elty, were joined in mar
snow had been cut away to level a pitch in the
and when we scale down, we ltavo. of advertisement in our columns.
75T Last Monday the citizens of Hallow Chinose have not been permitted to amal
riage
at
the
Church
of
Immanuel.
The
ceremo
road
and
left hi a heap ns the east side of the
course, found it necessary to see if the long 4" Among the officers appointed bv Department
ell voted upon the question whether they gamate with Americans. According to the
accounts add up without discrepancy; and Commander W. B. Smith, G. A. It., is Dr. B. ny 'occurred at 11 o’clock, in the presence of a track. The runner struck this hard heap of snow,
large company, and was impressively ’performed three or four inches from the edge, and the sleigh
would give up their city charter and re law, ns Mr. Blaine understands it, they are
of the thirteen banks thus examined, I have Williams, o f this city, Judge Advocate.
by the pastor of the church, Rev. W . T. Stowe. was instansly upset, throwing all tbe occupants out
found but one or two in which there was
turn to a town form of government. The treated as inferiors, legally, socially and in
every other way. If a South Carolina states
not some discrepancy, taking the record 4* Mr. Rufus Rond is at Berry Bros.’ stable this The ushers were Messrs. W. T. Hall, of New violently. Dr. Austin kept his hold on the reins,
vote was 411 fo 171 in favor of remaining
from thA beginning to the close. One bank week, with a good assortment of carriage and work York, F. II. Berry, H. M. Wise and C. H. Berry, regained his feet anil brought the horse to a stand
man had, twenty years ngo, say in 1859,
a city.
examination revealed a discrepancy of $300, ing horses—a good chance for those who wish to of this city. Mr. A. T. Crockett presided at the still, finding himself uninjured. Dr. Boynton
given as a reason why the negroes should
others of smaller sums. Tho Treasurer purchase.
organ and played the “ Wedding M arch” of hastened to the ladies, but soon found from the
E y An estimate has been made which not be permitted to have their freedom nnd
4* The ship Martha Cobb, of this port, arrived Mendelssohn as the bridal party approached the pain in his shoulder that he had received a quite
could not explain, but in all probability
these discrepancies arose from omissions nt at Havre from New Orleans, last Friday, after a altar, which was adorned with flowers for the oc severe hurt and started to walk home, Dr. Austin
shows that the census of 1880 the House the right of suffrage, that they did not coal
sometime to make entry when a depositor passage of 34 days. She is to sail for Rockland casion. The bride was handsomely attired in following witli the ladies in’ the sleigh. Mrs.
will gain CC members if the present basis esce with white people, we can imagine the
was paid. If I remember rightly there was when discharged.
garnet silk. At the conclusion of the ceremony, Boynton, though considerably bruised, was
is maintained. Of these the Eastern and shout of derision with which Mr. Blaine
only a few dollars discrepancy in the whole
the bridal party leit the church and repaired to the found not to lie seriously hurt. Dr. Boynton, it
and
his
new
friends
would
have
greeted
middle States gain 11, the Western State s
series of accounts of the Dexter Bank. I 4* The special train to the Sidduns readings, residence of Mr. C. H. Berry, where the wedding was found, had fractured the upper hone or plate
40, and the Southern States 15. Accepting the speech.
remember I wns impressed with their ac from Wiscasset and intermediate stations, brought
baeakfast was given, after which the newly mar of the right shoulder. Mrs. Austin, alter she got
over
200
people,
every
ticket
reserved
for
the
train
The passage of the anti-Chinese bill by
curacy. Now when I came to examine
this estimate as correct, the electoral vote
ried pair took their departure by the afternoon home, assisted actively in the work of making Dr.
tbe books with M r. Barron’s successor. having been sold.
of 1884 will be divided seotionally as fol the Senate of the United States is a shame
train
on a bridal trip to Washington. '
B. comfortable (the families l«ing next-door
Treasurer Hamilton, he never intimated to 4* Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Murray observed the
lows: Eastern and Middle States, 124; and a disgrace. Those who voted for it
>I« Capt. M. J. Achorn, who is in charge o f the neighbors) and was not u riu e that she had re
me that he suspected there was any irregu first anniversary o f their marriage on Monday
Western States, 173; Southern States, 138. were warned by Mr. Hamlin and by other
larity—and had he entertained any such evening by a social; gathering nt the residence work, informs us that Gen. Tillson’s artesian well, ceived any serious hurt, until she had remained in
idea, it most certainly was his duty to have ' of Mr.” d ! C. Smith.'
near the head of his new wharf, has reached the a quiet position a little time, when she found she
This would give a solid North a majority of Senators that they would live to blush for
could not move. She hail struck upon the bock
stated it to me.
. ,,, _
their action. If the prediction is not ful
159 votes over a solid South.
“ Alter the death of Mr. Barron. I w ent' * ,
™
' Aus""’ at one tlme telc depth of 95 feet—all the way through ledge. Only in such a way as togivethe spinal column a severe
two seams have been passed so far, one at a
filled, it will be the shame of the Senators
over the bank liooks in detail. I knew Sra| Ope“ ‘°r ™this city, where he is well re- depth of 35 feet and the other at the depth of shock, affecting the whole nervous system. DurMr. Barron’s system of accounts, and my inlcul,’cre<bd ied at Cherryfiehl, last Saturday, of about 65 feet. W ater flows in quite freely from ingTuesdqy and Wednesday she remained in bed
The North Adams (Mass.) Blue Rib themselves. They have been guilty of a
first aim was to see if there wns any loss by i<ousunlPtiou>«• the age of 44 years,
these seams at the rate of more than 100 gallon! helpless and unable to be moved, except upon a
bon says: “ Whatever may be said of pro mo6t cowordly act. They have passed a
the
robbery. There were four or five d ay s'1
Last Friday the schooner Speedwell, of this
sheet. To-day she is somewhat better und it is
hibition. no one living in Massachusetts bill designed to violate a solemn treaty en
business which had not been posted. I Port, by collision with schooner A. S. Brown, off per hour. Pumping half a day at the rate of boficd she will speedily recover, without any seri
[Misted them myself, in pencil, and told M r.1Newport, had her mainsail badly torn, while the 100 gallons per hour, lowers the water at the ous results. Dr. Boynton is ont, bnt is not able
need ever ask whether or no licensing the gagement of the country, which treaty on
top of the tube only about two feet, and as
Abbot that my work could be erased and latter vessel broke her jib-boom.
to ride yet.
traffic is a failure. Our overflowing pris ly secured to a specified nation the right
the pressure of the column of water in the tube
the whole done in ink by Mr. B.’s success-1 , t _____
„ .. .
ons and asylums, our ever-recurring crimes which is freely accorded without a trenty
or. There wasn’t one word said, to me, *^* ,
" cck’ 0,1 Monil“-V must of course retard the flow of water into the
to
all
other
people
on
the
face
of
the
earth.
and suicides, onr desolate, squalid homes in
either in my February or in my June or in .
.
t’*™"1 ° nt 10 llxlgtrs well, it follows that more water would be obtained
my August examinations, after Mr. Bar- I0 tkls description from the police station, on in pumping from a lower depth. The diameter of
a land of plenty, the thousand evils that They have done this in deference to the
i on's death, by any of the bank officers, \ ruesda>’ morning, 7, on Wednesday morning " the tube is five inches and the rock through which
nothing but drink can produce, proclaim wishes of the lowest demagogues this
cnlcnbiled to excite a feeling on my parj- und this morning 5, making 29 in four days,
the drill is penetrating is a brown stone of a fine T H O M A S T O N .
license a failure.” It is dangerous licens- American soil has yet developed,—men
that there w as an y suspicion against Mr. j * Mrs. A. B. Bradley, whose oldest child took and dose grain. F or the last week of the opera The beautiful church edifice o f tlie Baptist de
i ng a traffic which supplies people with who have no more and no other right to
B arro n .
Svrup of Cedron for Whooping Cough, savs “ I tions, the drill went down at the rate of about nomination being nearly completed, it is decided
In June I was called to see if the bank ,
tlie other thleu will
whi,c j
abI„ three feet a day—drilling about five hours a day to dedicate this ehnreh on Wednesday of next
that which impels them to lives of vice call themselves Americans than have
was insolvent. I went through its affairs
c
, ............. ,
■w l .h.iuuio
thoso whom they attempt to exclude.
week, Feb’.y 26th, with ceremonies appropriate to
and crime.
anil records carefully and made an estimate I“ gct, *?c Syr“p °*Cedron tor ,llcn‘’ “ ” u wo“’ jhe remainder of the time being consumed in the important occasion. Rev. G. P. Matthews,
Tho Senators who have done this affect
changing drills, whieh had tq.be done evcry. liour.
of the value of the assets. I found that the , t;llu sy*»Pto
be
alarmed
at
the
prospect
of
a
strip
of
The drilling has been suspended for a week or pastor of the church, will preach the sermon in the
fcjf The city election, a week from next
losses nnd the expenses of the search for! •i’ Capt. Seott-SIddous, who accompanies his two, Capt. Achorn being engaged in ehanomg the afternoon. Services will also be held in the eve
the robbers plainly left the bank insolvent. 1" ‘fe on her professional tours, is said to have been method of operating his drills, but he will be ning, at whieh R ev. F. W. Bakernmn, of Auburn,
Monday, promises to be a lively one. The our territory being overrun by the Chinese,
Application was made to the court for in the English navy seventeen years and wears
will discourse to the people. As the occasion will
Greenbackers are in the field early, with a who will drive out the whites by their abil
“ You will perceive, gentlemen, that the bill pro sealing down. Treasurer Hamilton again two medals presented to him by humane societies ready to resume operations next week.
ity
to
compete
in
tho
labor
market
with
the
dire
evils
which
grow
out
of
class
leg
bclxjth interesting and important—highly import
nominee for Mayor who is personally unex
poses, if I construe it correctly, to release tile in
»{«Tlie annual levee,’ dramatic entertainment
went through the books in detail. The for saving lives at sea.
ant as dedicating this magnificent building to the
the
whites.
This
is
the
old
cry
against
lahabitants
of
Ward
7,
and
their
property
from
lia
islation
and
the
proscription
of
whole
races
ceptionable and it remains to be seen who
and dance o f the Gen. Berry Engine Company,
excited no suspicion.
In August i
. • <• ■>, „■
...
,
bility to the holders of those railroad securities, erasures
ir ..„ :i,
, 1 i>
I he remains of Mr. Hiram B. Hix, whtsc on the 14th, wns attended by a very large au service of God—we have no doubt that there will
of
men,
and
that
it
was
a
duty
he
owed
to
bor-savinj’machinery
over
again.
I-et
ns
Mr.
Hamilton
came
to
Bangor
with
the
,
.
.
.
.
.
,
and
to
have
the
new
town
assume
their
proportion
are to lie run against him. In some quar
and secure the same to die city of Rockland, and bank hooks and 1 looked the"u over once Ideath was noticed m onr last issue, arc expected to dience. There m ust have been at least a thousand be a large gathering, not only of the Baptist de
ters an amalgamation between the Repub kill off our horses, and give the white men his race to vote against this bill.
not to the holders of tile bonds. These bonds are more and compared his statement to t|le " r iv e in this city to-morrow morning, and the l’u- persons present. The entertainment began with nomination in this locality, but of many others in
terested iu the growth, strength, and prosperity of
licans and Democrats, against the Green- from over hte water a chance to earn mon The Cl ine se problem is not without its issued by tlie railroad and indorsed by the whole eourt with the record. There were no in-1 “eral fa
fur Sunday, at 2 P. M., nt the tlie farce of “ Sarah’s Young Man,” which
city. It is now proposed, by the terms of this
ey
by
carrying
us
in
sedan-chairs.
Let
us
difficultii
s,
b
it
these
should
he
met
in
the
religions institutions. The Baptists are the’largbackars, (giving the Republicans a majori
bit], if 1 understand it right, to release tlie inhabi timations that the erasures were anythin" residence of Hea. T. W. H ix, father of deceased, performed in a manner creditable to the amateurs
est denomination in Thomaston in point of nnmlay
a
prohibition
upon
the-use
of
power
spirit
of
true
statesmanship,
and
with
the
on
Middle
street.
tants
of
Ward
7,
by
tlieir
securing
to
the
city
of
illegitiniate.
1
was
never
more
surprised
ty in the Aldermen and Common Council
who took part in it. The cast we published last bers, and we congratulate them on the completion
Rockland, their proportion of tlie same.
and the Democrats the Mayor) is talked of, looms, in order that the immigrants who same regard for our treaty obligations to I don't think that can lie done. I don’t think than when I learned that the bank officers »I« The steamer Katahdin, of the Sanford line, week. This was followed by the operatic bur of their church edifice. May they and their worthy
mistrusted
things
were
not
right.
I
do
not
but we think the majority of Republicans come to us across the Atlantic, hut not Chinn thnt we pay to our treaty obligations die legislature can interfere between a creditor, believe we are going to find Treasurer having received a thorough overhauling and all lesque tragedy o f“ Boinbastcs Furioso,” which was pastor live in peace, and thrive in usefulness. 7 A
holding public security, and that city, and say that
necessary repairs, will take the place of the Cam exceedingly well’performed—as well, indeed, as a
prefer a “straight” ticket. If three tickets those who conic eastward, may bo better to England, or any other [lower. When he shall look simply to the six lower wards or to Barron wns u dufuulter ”
quartette selected for the dedication services will
bridge on the route on the 27th, and the latter boat full corps of professionals would have rendered it. furnish appropriate singing.
are ron. there will be no choice of Mayor employed. Then let us insist upon the use the treaty which the Senate is now break some instrument, bond or other security executed
will
go off to be renovated and put in prime condi Mr. W arren White, a retired professional actor
of beef by all workmen. Such as en ing was made, it wns chiefly for the bene by a new and unknown corporation, i f I were a
Mr. Calvin Bickford, for a number of years
on the first ballot.
creditor of that city holding a liond that had lieS T The Lewiston Journal's Augusta cor tion for the spring business.
and opera singer, who has had charge of the re preceptor ot' Warren Academy*, is teaching the
deavor to support life by eating ixirk and fit of tho very section whose Representa come overdue, and was obliged to sue and collect
Mr. John T. Berry, Col. J. S. Case, Col. T. hearsals for this entertainment (as well as o f sev Eastern Meadow school.
tives now denounce it and it was ratified y debt, the first piece of property I would levy respondent says: The editor of one of the
tripe
should
not
be
suffered
to
compete
eral previous ones,) sustained the title role of
[ y Last Saturday, during the debate on
on would be a piece of that quarry property. Why’?
Hon. Halsey H. Monroe, of the Governor’s
without n dissenting vote and hailed as the Because the value is there forever. It is indes Portland Greenback papers recently asked Williams, Ex-M ayor Moffitt, Mr. J. R. Farns “ General Bombastes,” and did it with a spirit
U. S. Senate on the Chinese question. Sen with the luxurious consumers of sirloin
Council, Visiting Committee to State Prison,
worth and other citizens, went to Augusta on
opening of a New Em. If American civil tructible. It requires no insurance. It cannot de Superintendent of Schools Luce what the Monday, to look after the division and water ques and effect which shows that ’he!has not forgotten made an official visit to that institution on Mon
roasts
and
wheat
bread.
preciate in value. It is constantly increasing in effect of the repeal of the school mill tax
ator Hoar, of Mass., who was temporarily
If this sounds absurd, it is not a particle ization has been the instrument of breakln value as it is worked.
tion. Mayor Gregory has been at the capital, his art. Indeed, his performance of the part was day last.
in the chair, when he desired to be relieved
down the wall of China, let us be careful And those are the particular pieces of proper would he upon the schools nnd people. lookingafter the city’s interests, for some time past. capital. Dr. T. E . Tibbetts, as “ King Artaxora.
The two large Balm O’ Gilead trees in front of
ly that creditors would levy on if they knew any Mr. Luce informed him that it would re
by another Senator, sent for Senator Bruce more so in principle, than the silly talk the
inous,” was admirable and indeed he has no supe Capt. Oliver Jordan’s house, which have stood as
Senate heard last week. If we are to make how we re-erect it on our own shores. This thing about property there. But hy the terms of
The farce of “ Sarah’s Young Man ” and the rior among our amateurs. Miss Ollie W . True, a
of Mississippi, for that purpose and installed
duce
the
efficiency
of
the
schools
at
least
long
as the oldest inhabitant can remember, have
this
bill
Ward
7
is
to
be
allowed
to’slip
out
from
bill is a two-edged sword and cuts both under that obligation, and the property in the oth
burlesque operatic extravaganza of “ Bombastes young lady visiting ip the city, rendered the part recently been cut down.
him as his successor for the time. Thus a choice of nations and races that shall be
ways. If it pisses. American interests in er wards is to be left, if I understand* the bill, to one-third, and impose much heavier bur Furioso,” with the addition of a musical pro of “ Distaffina ” excellently, showing that she pos
was presented the unusual spectacle of a allowed to earn a livelihood among us by
Mr.
William Harris Robinson, eldest son of
to the whole indebtedness. In my judg dens upon the people of the country towns. gramme by some of onr best local talent,"is to te sessed very good vocal abilities, as well acting the
China will speedily feel the transpacific edge respond
Capt. Richard Robinson, Jr., formerly of this
ment, ns a legal proposition, that cannot be done. The editor said that was just what he want
citizen of African descent presiding over doing for us what we need to have done,
repeated next Saturday evening, for the benefit of part with effect. Mr. Marshall, as “ Fusbos,” also town, hut now a resident o f California, has recent
of the blade.
The settlements of all points of difference be
for
such
compensation
as
satisfies
the
luliorthe Senate of the United States, while that
tween the city and Ward 7 in dividing these im ed. lie wanted the schoolhouses shut up Mr. W arren White. The entertainment will be a did hiinsefl credit. The characters were all effect ly died in that Statu, of consumption.
portant interests are to be submitted, as provided and taxes imposed upon the people, until very attractive one.
laxly discussed tile rights of the Chinese. cr, where shall we stop? Above all, why
ively dressed, and the comical and absurd features
Ship Joseph S. Spinney, Capt. S. C. Jordan, ar
in the bill, to the couniv commissioners. Gentle
“ W est Rockland.”
Mr. Bruce is a |iortlv, fine-looking gentle shall we accord better treatment to the
»J« The plan of the Portland daily P res^ and of the piece were brought out in a veiy effective rived at Havre on Sunday, 16th inst., in a passage
men know how these boards are usually made up. they would rally en masse and repudiate
On Saturday the bill to incorporate the It is proposed not only that this shall lie submitted the policy of .John Sherman and the Repub Argus of obtaining daily reports of local news manner.
man and presided with dignity nnd grace steam-engine, which subsists upon lumps
of 121 days from San Francisco.
to them, but that their decision shall be final, and
The refreshment tables were well supplied, the
from the principal places in the Stnte having no
Capt. Obed Andrews will proceed to Montevideo
until, in his turn, he callod a white Sena of coal, than to the animated Chinese who town of West Rockland was taken from that the city of Rockland shall have no appeal, no lican party.
feeds upon—well, say upon rice and
morning dailies,‘has been extended to this city, and dancing was enjoyed to a late hour by a large to take command of schooner Grace Andrews,
tbc table in the House, on motion of Mr. matter what their derision may lie. It is impos
tor to the President’s chair.
company
and the net receipts were about $200.
the vessel from which his brother, Capt. Dennis R.
Mr. Chas. W. Orlieton, late of the O pinion office,
This is considering the measure that h:ts Rice, the question being on Mr. Rice’s sible thnt the city can consent.
I come now to’ the Inst objection that has occur
The audience which crowded Farwell Hall on Andrews, was lost in the passage from Savannah
has been made local reporter. The papers are fur
T he N ext G overnor.
just been passed as if it were a mere ques amendment to make the boundary line on red to me, and In my judgment it is conclusive of
the occasion of the dramatic recitals of Mrs. Scott- to the above mentioned port.
j y The Waterville Mail says, nnd we tion of expediency, to bo decided wholly
whole matter. It is a constitutional objection.
Referring to what we said, a week or nished to subscribers through O. S. Andrews.
the county road and also to provide for an the
Siddons,
last Saturday evening, was one of the
Members
will
remember
that
in
the
year
1877
a
re
The papers state that the ship Saracen, 1331 tons,
endorse it: “ We regard it a bad token by ourselves, whether to do or to refrain appeal from tho decision of the County solve amending the constitution was snhnititcd to two ago, about the sort of man that must »}«In another column will be fonnd a card from
largest and doubtless the most brilliant and nota"for reform, that the Judiciary committee from doing. There is, nowever, another Commissioners to theJSupreme Court. Mr. the people, and adopted, providing that no city or be nominated by the Republicans for Gov the Singhi Band, announcing a repetition of the ble one ever assembled there on a similar occasion; built at Thomaston, 1855, has been sold at New
York
on Australian account, for $10,700. This is
shall hereafter create any debt or liability,
popular play of “ Neighbor Jack wood ” for the
have reported against biennial sessions of side to the matter. Cur government has Rice advocated his amendment and Mr. town
embracing, as it did, the most intelligent and cul a mistake. No such vessel was built in Thomas
which singly, or in the aggreipite with previous ernor this year, if that party would retain
the legislature. They stood three to two made a solemn engagement not to do what Andrews, of Cornish, in behalf of the peti debts or liabilities, shall exceed five per centum of the allegiance of all its honest supporters, 11th of March. The Band is a public spirited or tivated portion of the community and large num  ton, or was ever owned or hailed from this town.
ganization, which ought to be sustained; the drama
last regular valuation of said city or town.
bers of the same class of people from surround
The people of the Stale are no doubt both branches of Congress have now said tioners opposed the amendment as to the the
About two hundred of our citizens attended the
Now the entire indebtedness of the city of Rock we mention this week the name of a gen they arc to present is one of great attractiveness
largely in favor of both biennial elections we will do. There is an honorable way to boundary, but was willing to accept thnt land, absolute and contingent, amount’s to $917,- tleman who we believe would fill all and we hope they will have an overflowing house. ing towns. A special train from Wiscasset and recitals of Scott-Siddons, at Farwell Hall, on Satur
The entire valuation of Ward 7 is $391,127
intermediate stations brought 200, and many came day evening, and were highly delighted with the
and sessions; but the measure will never recede from that engagement. To be sure, relating to an appeal, and he moved an 300.
—five per cent of which amounts only to the sum the requirements we named. We do not
»I« Mrs. Scott-Siddons spent Sunday in this city, in private conveyances. Mrs. Siddons appeared on entertainment.
carry till the legislature is eom]>oscd of the treaty docs not provide for its own amendment to the amendment. Mr. Weeks of 919,536.35. This is the extreme' limit of in present this gentleman’s name as our ex remaining quietly at the Thorndike Hotel, resting the stage a little after eight o’clock, and was re
The calico hall o f the Apollo Club took place
debtedness which under the constitutional amend
men who have held office till they are sick termination upon notice, but it is an of Augusta supported the amendment of ment tlie new town can assume. But tlie bill pro clusive choice, for there may be other from the fatigues of the previous week’s travel, ceived with hearty applause. She appeared to last evening. There was an excellent, although
of it, which period will make a part of the agreement that any government would Mr. Rice. Mr. Rice moved to bible and as poses that the new town shall assume and secure gentlemen yet to be presented whose names except that she went out in the middle of the day have lost nothing in beauty, grace, or charm of not large company, present. The attuir had been
the fair pro|iortiun of the entire indebtedness of
for a short drive, during which the party were so manner since we last saw her, previous to her adjourned so many times on account of the stormy
millennium. Give the people a chance to feel justified in closing after serving sign Monday at 10 o’cloek, which motion the
city, which is one-ninth of §917,300 or $101,- would deserve equal consideration from us.
vote upon the question, and they will nail reasonable notice upon the other party. was lost; and Mr. Hatch of Alton then 922, and is $82,366 in excess of the limit allowed But we mention this gentleman as the unfortunate as to be thrown from the sleigh. No departure for Australia. She began the programme weather, it is feared that many of onr citizens for
one was hurt, however.
by the constitution. The point appears to me to
of the evening with the recital of some scenes got the benefit of this club, aiul the evening 011
it fast. But how can they ever get it?
It would be foolish to take even that moved to table and assign Tuesday at 11 lie perfectly well taken. It is the first case since kind of man we want to see nominated—a >I« A Greenback caucus was held at City Hall from “ Much Ado about Nothing,” which she ren whicli the ball was to be held.
the amendment where a division of a town has
step, but it would be a proper one to take o’clock for taking the vote without discus been sought, where the limit of indebtedness has man, so far as we can learn, of all the last Thursday evening, to nominate a candidate dered with excellent effect, showing at ouee the C rousejersus Crouse, partiesYrom Cushing, ap
been reached, and I have no doubt gentlemen will requisite honesty, ability, independence for Mayor. Mr. J. Fred Hail received GO out of artiste and careful Shakespearian student. “ Cur peared before Faics, Trial Justice, on Monday last,
E y The Opinion alluding to our remark if it were also expedient. This is not the sion, which was also lost. A motion to give
it careful attention liefore they decide it. If
few m ust not ring to-night ” was next given, in a
that we must not have a “ Ring ” nomina course Congress does pursue. I t gives no adjourn was lost, as was also a motion by such a case us the present wus foreseen when the and freedom from all rings or alliances. 105 votes, and was declared the nominee. Mr. manner which, in some points, we have never heard some six or more of them, who had been engaged
family quarrel. H is honor fined them one
amendment
was adopted it would appear to la- the We allude to Professor Stephen J . Young, Albion Ingraham received 36 votes. Messrs J. R.
tion for Governor by the Republican party notice, proposes no consideration of the Mr. Curran, of Calaist
slpone to Mon
will of the people that towns should not lie divided of Brunswick, one of the ablest Republican Richardson, H. S. Hobbs and G. L. Snow were equaled by any other reader. “ Father Phil’s Col d ollar a n d cost, each, and put them under bonds to
this year, replies that “ we all know that matter by the two governments, disregards day at 11 o’clock, when the vote should be until they were substantially out of debt, lest the
appointed City Committee. It was proposed to lection ” was read in a style which elicited hearty keep the peace for one year; at the same time he
t i e • Ring ’ will dictate the nomination, altogether the right which China has to be taken without debate. The vote on this interests of creditors m ight’possibly lie impaired; members of the present Legislature. Tbe have addresses by Solon Chase and Leo Miller be laughter and applause at the reader’s effective ren remarked to them, “ By that time I shall not have
and it is right and wise that it should be so.”
Gardiner Journal of last week thus brings fore election, and a contribution o f something over dering of the quaint exhortations, reproofs and anything to do with von, bnt neighbor I I ------- .
and that furthermore, the Qazctte will sup treated as a member of the family of na motion w:is42to43. Mr. Andrews having
his name into notice in connection with $5.00 was taken np to aid in procuring speakers. witticisms of the gootl Irish priest, though we will have my place.”
port it ns usual—or at most its opposition tions, nnd roughly, brutally and disrespect withdrawn his amondment, Mr. Rice called
think we have heard Mrs. Siddons do this better.
Jurors are to be drawn Saturday P. M., to serve
tbe gubernatorial nomination:
will fizzle out in an inconsequential scatter fully, breaks the treaty without a moment’s for the yeas and nays on the amendment,
On Monday the owners of the schooner Win.
T he B arro n Case.
“ We think we can name a man, who is S. Farwell, of this port, received the welcome in Her rendition of the “ Sleep-Walking Scene ” from at the next session o f the Supreme Judicial Courting vote, as did in it/crusade against Hale." warning. China is not a fighting country. but at this point the House adjourned. On
able, in every sense of the word to be Gov telligence that this vessel, which had beeu given Macbeth with which the first part of the programme The inquiry is—When is the Wanlen of the
W
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Says.
In response to this we have only to say It is safe to insult her; but it is an act of Monday the bill was again called up, the
ernor, and if he would take the nomination, up as lost, had arrived that day at Charleston. closed, was a magnificent piece of acting, and a Maine State Prison to lie appointed? Warden
that we believe the “ Ring ” will not dic cowardice to do it. Wliat a noble record question being on Mr. Rice’s amendment.
In the statements of those who put forth would fill the whole bill. We refer to Prof. She wasliound from Georgetown for Philadelphia, gentleman of excellent judgm ent In such matters, Rice’s term expires on the 27th inst.
Mr. William A.|Medcalf, at his steam mill, man
tate the nomination; that the Gazelle did it will seem in future years for our children Mr. Andrews again offered his amend the theory of Mr. Barron’s suicide, it will Stephen Young, for two years Representa with a cargo of hard pine, and had been out 58 who had seen Charlotte Chushman and other
not throw a “ scattering vote ” last year to read, that in this year 1879 the Congress ment, which leaves all quarries in the pro be remembered that it was said that Bank tive from Brunswick. We have known him Jays. She had been blown off and lost boat, start great tragediennes in the role of Lady Macbeth, ufacturers all of-the boxes nsed'at the shoe factory
always, and consider him as white a man as
remarked to us that he had never seen Mrs. Sid- and woolen m ill in Warren.
and engaged in no “ crusade against Hale.” of the United States wantonly broke faith posed new town, but gives the city about Examiner Bolster’s examination of the ever went to the Legislature. Although a re ed forward house, split foresail and flying-jib, dons’s rendition of this scene equaled. While the
He uses about 2250 feet of lioards a week for
with and of the few governments of the 400 [acres of land now included in Ward books of the Dexter Savings Bank was has publican, he is no partisan, or member of any broken main gaff, and lost part of deck load and audience were in the midst of a round of applause this purpose, and makes generally three trips a
shifted balance. The crew were entirely ont of allied forth by this effort, Mrs. Siddons returned
Mr. Rice raised the point that the ty and not sufficiently careful to disclose “ Ring.” Although wealthy, he is not an provisions and the vessel leaking.
y If the Opinion conceives that the world that, strong or weak, would not re
week
with, his truck team in transporting these
aristocrat, for his hand is as ready for the poor
to the stage, and the plaudits snddenly eeasing,
phrase “ subject to the control of the Leg sent the injury, and all to save the strug amendment .of Mr. Andrews was not in their real condition, and one advocate of man as for the rich. Though liberally edu »I« A despatch received last Saturday from Capt. she naively remarked that she only came* back to Imxes. Within the past four months he has made
over
twelve
hundred dollars worth of boxes for
gling
Caucasian
from
the
hurtful
competorder,
which
was
sustained
by
the
chair.
cated,
and
for
many
years
college
professor,
the new theory went so far as to say that
islature ” in the charter of the Rockland
Hiram Rhoades, of Schooner Oliver Jameson, of thank them for their applause and that they need
these parties.
WaterCompany means that the Legislature tion of the sturdy and enterprising Mongo Messrs. Weeks of Augusbi, Rice and Wil Mr. Bolster had not examined the bank’s there is no man we know, of more practical, this port, relieved the anxiety which had for some not stop, and passed off at the opposite side. When
At Havre, France, January, 30th the Estclla (S)
sound
common
sense,
and
his
head
is
as
level
loughby of this oity, Taylor of Biddeford, accounts at all since Mr. Barron’s death. A
may be summoned to debate and adjust the lian!
as the blueberry plains of Brunswick. He is time been felt concerning this vessel and her crew, she returned, for the second, part, she said she had collided in die Bassin la Bode Dock, with the
The thanks of every true nnd fair-mind Smart of Deering, and others, advocated representative of the Lewiston Journal has a man that will do right, because it is right; by.thc intelligence that the latter were safe, regretted to l>e informed that there had been sev American bark, M artha A. McNiel, in consequence
specific water-rates of the Company, when
ed
man
are
due
to
the
Senators
who
resist
Mr.
Rice’s
amendment,
and
Messrs.
An
recently called on Mr. Bolster and calling and who cannot be bought, bribed, frightened, though confirming the fears that the vessel was eral disappointments with reference to her appear- of her engines refnstng to move astern when re
ever the community is aggrieved by them,
lost. The Oliver Jameson sailed Jan. 17th, from euce iu Rockland on previous dates, but that if
it has a queer idea of the matter. The ed this act. Mr. Hamlin especially pro drews of Cornish and Perry of Camden, his attention to these reports, obtained a cajoled or flattered into doing what his con Bermuda for Charleston, in ballast, and was lost at there had been any fault, it had not been hers, quired. The damage sustained by the Martha
science does not approve. Possibly he may
“ control ” exercised by the Legislature tested against it, with earnest and effective opposed. The yeas and nays being taken, full statement of what Mr. Bolster did do not always be right, but he will intend to be, sea on the 22d the crew being taken offand carried to but that of Lecture Bureaus. She was glad A. McNiel Is as follows i 20 feet of taffrail on
port side started and broken, 5 plank ends o f tbe
can only be practically mado available by elogence which did him great honor. Some Mr. Rice’s amendment was voted down, in the premises. Mr. Bolster says that he and when a man meatis to be right, he is not Havre, from whieh place the despatch Was dated. to be here this evening and reading to this after part of the poop deck damaged, 26 feet of
The captain was accompanied^ by his sister, Miss splendid audience, and she wanted them to moulding around the stem, started and broken, etc.
the creation of a suitable commission (or thing of the old spirit which placed him 82 to 39. Mr. Andrews then offered his does not know a more careful savings bank often -wrong.”
Laura Rhoades, formerly an assistant teacher in be entirely at ease and laugh, cry, or applaud, The Martha A. McNiel, Capt. N. B. Jordau, sailed
say. by an amendment of the company’s among the foremost champions of fair amendment, which was opposed by Messrs treasurer than Mr. Barron was, among all
The Czar has ratified the definitive treaty rhe High School, and Geo. Pendleton, mate, Chas just when they felt like it. In that .way they from Havre for New York on the 14th inst., and is
charter giving the County Commissioners dealing toward another despised race in Weeks and Willoughby and was rejected. the sixty whose accounts he had been
Spaulding, cook, and W alter Rogers, one of the would certainly get the most from her. She reported as put into Dartmouth, Eng., on the 17th.
of
pence
with
Turkey
and
the
Russian
his
younger
days
revived
in
him,
and
gave
The amendment allowing an appeal was called on to examine, nor one whose books
this power) to regulate the rates; and such
troops arc to be withdrawn immediately. seamen, were also from this city. The vessel was then proceeded to read “ The Senator Entangled,” Ship A. McCallum, ^Capt. Geo. W . K. Masters,
a measure the Company has hitherto op emphasis to the rebuke administered in his then adopted and tbc bill passed to be en were more plainly or carefully kept.
owned by N. A. Farwell, A. F . Ames,JR. W. Mes. eliciting rounds of laughter aud applause, the sailed from Mqjlllones previous to Jan. 2*2d, with
grossed.
old
age
to
the
recreancy
of
his
juniors.
Mr.
The President has signed the bill per ser, Geo. Gregory, Leander Weeks, John Hanra- large audience and the charming reader now cargo of guano for Europe.
posed. As the matter stands, the “ reme
Mr. Bolster examined Mr. Barron’s
In the Senate the bill came up on Tues books the August before his death, again in mitting women to practice before the Su rahan, Cornelius Hanrahan, M. A Achorn, Geo. evidently being thoroughly en rapport and on the We regret to state that John O. Robinson, Esq.,
dy ” in the charter is one that affords no Conkling, tao, although interfering in the
preme Court.
G. Jameson, E . K. Glover and Capt. Hiram best of terms with each other. She next gave is still confined to his residence by sickness.
debate at a late stage, did what he could to day, when Mr. Mayhew, of Kennebec,
practical relief.
February; once more in June after his
Rhoades. She was valued at about $6,000 and Bungay’s “ Creed of the Bells,” which probably
prevent the disgrace. Mr. Edmunds and moved to table it and assign for Thursday
death, for the scale-down, and still again in
Gen. Melikoff, who has been sent to the there was no insurance, except $300 on the captain’s won louder applause than any selection of the eve Ship Corsica, Capt. Joseph G. Stetson, sailed
from Galveston on the 9th, with cargo of cotton
our own Senators we expect to be right, and Mr. Madigan, of Aroostook, moved its
plague district of Southern Russia to stamp
ning, especially for the enthusiastic vigor with for Liverpool.
| y Another lively debate on the State and they nil stood up nobly for the honora indefinite postponement. A brisk discus August, to verify the Treasurer’s statement out the disease, is adopting vigorous meas share.
which she rang out the “ Tell! tell’ tell!” of
Dunn & Elliott will make the suit of sails for
printing took place in the House on Tues ble and manly course. Most significant of sion ensued on the question whether the bill to the Court. He had never found a year’s ures. Finding tbe local prisons filthy and
Grand Lodge Knights of Honor, held its annu
bell.” She closed her recitation Chapman & Flint’s ship, now building at Bath.
day, resulting in referring the matter to the all wns the attitude of Mr. Bruce, who, as should be postponed or considered nt once, record on any savings bank treasurer’s overcrowded, Melikoff has threatened all al sessiou in Damon Hall last evening, Dr. S. of tlie Methoilistic
poem with this stanza, omitting the remain
The convention of Iron Clad [Reform Clubs
books
without
erasures
and
corrections
and
the
officials
involved
with
death
if
they
are
H.
Boynton
G.
D.,
presiding.
There
was
a
good
Governor and Council, with power to con a representative of that race which has and finally, Mr. Madigan having with
not instantly cleared out.
attendance of delegates, ten of the sLxteeu lodges der, perhaps thinking the effect had reached its for Knox County, which was to be held in this
tract, but with an amendment offered near suffered by legislation as despicable as is drawn his motion, the Senate voted, on mo the mere fact of tho existence of these
in the State being represented. After regular rou limax. She then graciously remarked that she town next week, is postponed on account o f ded
the close of the debate, thnt they shall ac the nnti-Chlnese bill, spoke and voted tion of Mr. Vinton, of Cumberland, that would never give rise to suspicion. Mr.
tine businesss was transacted the report of the would now give them something'in addition to what ication of the Baptist Chnrch, and Union Hail be
A CARD.
cept the lowest bid, provided the party against an application of like measures to the bill should take its readings in the usu Bolster then proceeds to say:
Grand Officers was read, showing that the order was on tlie programme, and read Mark Twain’s ing engaged by the Adventists.
“
It
is
perfectly
clear
to
me
when
Mr.
The
members
of
the
Singhi
Cornet
Band
desire
At the annual meeting of the Baptist society,
had about double its membership in the State dur description of his party’s ainusiug experiences
making it shall give sufficient security for others. The contrast between his position al order, nnd the vote upon the question
Barron made that entry of the $2000. to make the following statement to the citizens ol ing past year, and that the finances of the order with the guide “ Ferguson.” Theu came the read held on Monday evening, Robert M. La wry was
Rockland,
trusting
that
it
may
be
received
in
the
the faithful performance of the contract. and thnt of bis colleagues on either side of be biken Thursday, at 11 o’clock.
When he gave that $2000 note, he didn’t in spirit it is intended.
were in a very satisfactory condition. The elec ing of the poem “ Which ?” followed by the reci chosen Moderator, and Hollis M. Overlock, Secre
The debate showed very plainly that the the chamber, betraying the fundamental
tend
to
enter
it
until
after
the
regular
bank
The bill was under discussion in the Sen
We owe debts to the amount of $125; it was our tion of officers for the ensuing year resulted as fol tal of Tennyson’s “ May Queen” which was render tary. The annual meeting will henceforth be held
majority in {the House are determined to principles of justice and good faith for the ate yesterday and again to-day, but no vote examination; for, in my judgment, he did expectation to have freed ourselves from this dured witli mucheffetl, the first part, especially, being J on the second Monday in January.
iug the winter, but from one cause and another lows:
give the State printing to their own politi sake of imaginary political advantage in had been reached, when the Senate ad not want it to appear in the public state our
Rav. G /R . Palmer, of Rockland, gave a lecture
entertainments thus far have not been remuDr. S. B. Shattuck, Portland, G. D .; John Bird, interpreted with a mixture of childlikeness, coquet
ment, because of the inquiries to which it
neratve
in
^remarkable
degree.
We
earnestly
de
cal friends, to help sustain a party news the future, is most creditable to him, and journed to 3 P. M.
would give rise. He made that donation sire to sustain our organization, and shall certain Rockland, Gi V. D .; A. R. Savage, Anbnm, G. ry aud extravagant, giddy-headed delight, that on Reading, at the M. E . Church, on Sunday even
paper, although some of them make strong will be remembered to his lasting honor.
to the bank because he felt that the bank ly not disband unless forced to do so, in which A. D .; J. F red Hall, Rockland, G. C .; John R. was extremely natural, but yet new to us in read ing, to a large and appreciative audience.
LA TE8TI
sustained the $3500 Leavitt loss, partly event we should be compelled to sell our band Jordan, Auburn, G. R .; F. J. Day, Lewiston, ings of this poem. A scene between Sir Peter and A P P L E T O N .
endeavors to show a pretense of 6ome
his advice, nnd he felt he ought to property, which has cost us some $2000, at a great G. T .; D. H. Holman, Lewiston, G. Guide; Dr. Lady Teazle in the “ School for Scandal ” closed
Mr. Edgar Conne met with an accident skating
other motive. \\ hy not be frank, gentle
Ward 7 bill defeated in the Senate, this through
in order to liquidate our debts.
stand in the breach to that extent. To go sacrifice,
E. M. Fuller, Bath. G. G uardiau; R. B. Capen, the programme, and Mrs. Siddons left the stage, one day last week. He skated into shelly ice and
( y The bill for tlie establishing of postal
We now desire to come before the citizens ol
men, and give over the pretense of any but
bowing her acknowledgment, to the hearty planback
a
little:
You remember he first put Rockland
afternoon—1G
to
13.
with a ^petition of the drama ot Augusta, G. S .; Dr. S. H . Boynton, Rockland,
fell, striking on his face and one hand, cutting his
a political motive? If you claim that “ to savings banks has been defeated for this
dits
which
attested
the
satisfaction
o
f
tho
audience
in that life insurance policy in 1876, to cov •“ Neighbor Jack wood,” which was so well re P. G. D .; J. L. Sykes, Auburn, G. T . ; Dr. S. H.
lip through horizontally and splitting it perpendic
er any losses that might occur. Afterwards ceived' last spring, the ladies and gentlemen of Boynton, Rockland, Grand Representative to Su with the evening’s entertainment.
the victors belong the spoils ” and that you Congress. In the next Congress such a law
he found the losses so great that he couldn’t the cast having very kindly volunteered their preme Lodge for two years; Albro E . Chase, Port This was M/s. Siddons’s first appearanee here ularly. In the absence of the physician, the
are bound to have them, that is a square may perhaps be enacted. Postal savings
services
once
more
in
our
behalf.
We
feel
assured
undertake to meet them altogether, but that the people of Rockland will respond to our land, Grand Alternate.
and we think the audience generally found a sat woundawerc sewed up by Mr. Fred Messer, aud
banks have been established in several
The ravages of the famine nnd small i
i«sue, but it is absurd to attempt to spin a
the I/eavitt loss, for which he seemed to request, and aid us by their presence at the enter The officers were installed by P. G. D. George isfactory realization of the expectations which had Mr, Conne is doing nicely, though he lias about
countries and found to be of great benefit in Northern Brazil are fearful. More tl
gauzy veil of sophistry round the proposi
half of the people in the province of Ceara himself to be peculiarly responsible, he de tainment on the evening of the 11th of March. Callahan, of Lewiston, assisted by W. H. Garce been raised by the fame of her beauty and her as much Up as the next one.
to the laboring classes.
There is a protra-ited meeting in process here
for the favors that we have received up
talents. To an almost faultless face and fignre
tion thnt it is a measure of •• retrenchment
having died, the population of 900,000 hav- termined to provide for in the way of note Thankful
on numerous occasions at your hands, and so lon, of Lewiston, as Grand Guide. At half-past Mrs. Siddons adds a grace which makes her every under the auspices of two “ Friends ” from the Ken
’ ’been redm
ing
’ ced to 400,000, nnd still the and collateral. He probably may have liciting your clemency once more, we are,
and reform ” to advertise for proposals to
one o’clock this momfng, the Grand Lodge ad act and movement on the stage an illustration of nebec. This is tbe third week o f the meeting.
Dr. Crooker, of Augusta, withdraws his disease rages unaba*--’ It is believed that said to himself. “ I will not enter this busi
Your
Obedient
Servants,
jo u rn ed to meet in Auburn, on the third Wednes the “ poetry of motion,” and It is this potent charm T h w ^ ls a good degree of interest uuuiifrstod f o r
do the State printing and then insist on name as a _candidnte for the Superinten- 800,000 mere bnvt
G. F. M ksebvby, Leader,
^^froni famine and ness on the books in such a way as to let
of manner which givec her much of her popularday of February, 1880.
u
nntoido
TKata m ierht be n l«oe and
And eighteen others.
'I
trains were.switchingd ank__________ __ _______ _ len<l to their having it regularly.
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W E S T C A M D EN .
To-day, (Tuesday) we are having a cold, blus
tering snow-storm, with the wind north west; at
8 o’clock P . M., the stars are shining brightly.
Last Sabbath was the first pleasant one since
Jan. 19th, and our meetings have been thinly at
tended since that time up to last Sunday, when
there was a good attendance. Services were con
ducted by Rev. Mr. Cox of Camden, who read a
Psalm and a part of the 4th Chap, of Mathews for
instruction and took for his text the 10th verse of
the 34th Chap, of P s a l m s “ The young lions do
lack, and suffer hunger; |b u t they that seek the
Lord shall not want any good thing.”
Our lodge meetings this winter are well atteudaud we^have some very interesting discussions.
Last Saturday evening we had quite a number of
visitors who took a part in the exercises. Our
question for discussion was, “ Resolved, That the
mind of woman is inferior to that of m an.” The W.
C. T. appointed as disputants Bros. H. Y. Vinal and
A. Lampson on the affirmative, and G, A. Miller,
and E . G. S . Ingraham, on the negative of this
question. Some very good points’were taken by
each side, but the lateness of the hour warned us
that it was time to go home, and the question was
laid upon the table one week. Some of our young
ladies of the grammar school will have something
to say upon tke question next lodge meeting,
when 1 shall not lie surprised to see it decided in
the negative.

CAM DEN.
E ducational.—As the vacation before the
spring term of our schools will be long, Prof. Bur
ton will open a private school at the high school
room next Monday, and teach whatever branches
may be desired. Miss Etta Mullen has already
opened a private school in the brick school-house
for smaller scholars.
P olitical .—Mr. Ellis Freeman gave a lecture
at the Baptist vestry on the greenback question to
a small audience.
L aunching .—The three-masted schooner, Flora
Rogers, now nearly completed by Bean and Robin
son, was successfully launched on Wednesday of
this week, a t al>out 9, A. M. The Flora Rogers,
is named ior Capt. Roger’s wife. The captain is
here, all cliurtcred for his first trip, which is first
to go to Belfast and take on a cargo of hay for
Charleston, S. C. From there he goes to some port
in Georgia and takes cargo for St. Johns, N. B.
The Flora Rogers is a substantially built schooner
and well arranged for freighting purposes.
A ll S orts.—T wo large sleigh loads of ladie8
went from this place last Friday, to Thomaston,
on a pleasure excursion.—A large number of
ladies and gentlemen went from here last Saturday
evening, to see and ‘hear Mrs. Scott-Siddons and
were well pleased.—The Reform Club held a live"
ly meeting on Wednesday evening, being assisted
b y a gentleman from Tenant’s Harbor, whose name
we did not learn.

U N IO N .
We are having another drifting snow storm.
The min of last week took off nearly all the
snow.
Uuiversalist meeting next Sunday at 10.30 A.
M
“ The Temperance praise meeting Saturday was
well attended .
Neighlwr Jackwood was repeated last Tliursday evening. The receipts were small.
Mr. Adelbert Stetson and family have moved to
Boothbay. We regret their departure from town

T h e B arron C a se .—The Dexter Ga-'

ROCKPORT.

i“ THE FIKST D“ B„ OIV“ .
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ri I Bottles Dr. Swayne’* Compound Syrup of Wlia
t h e entertainment given by the Jubilee Singers, zette devotes ten columns of space to the;
c h e r r y ,25Cents.
. .
-j
•
I The distressing cough, which threatened serious reat the Methodist Church, Wednesday evening, sumnianzmg of important
evidence show, “ quickly cored before developing a fatulpulraon12ih, scarcely paid expenses, as the evening was in cr t h e n r p s p n e o o f sim iiioidn® s t r a n ° ’e r s in ary affection. F orall throat, breast and lung disorders,
an unusually unfavorable one. The singing was mg me piesence or spspicjous s t r a n g e r s in A £ hmatic or Broochl»l affections. Hooping Cough,
Dexter prior to and' on the day of the trag- Liver Complaint, Blood Spilling, &c.. no remedy is so
excellent and the few who were present were more
.
;
,
prompt and effectual as Dr. Swayne^a Compound Byedy, and strongly supporting the original fup wnd cherry.”
than satisfied.
,4 this preparation for many years,
bbery and murder. This evi-1
Messrs. Sidelinger & Wilson are constantly belief in robbery
he very reliable and efficacious in
adding new machinery to their steam mill, until deuce was all ignored or slurred in the j
every part of their shops is occupied by something 'statement of Detective Dearborn, who is , who but for its use I consider would not now be living.
.
ISAAC S. HERBKIN, M. D.,
useful and profitable. Mr. J. S. Fuller lias bought
c h a ra c te riz e d by th e Gazette, as it say s, “on
stmustown, Berks County, Pa.
oat the interest of J. S. McKeen in the livery
reliable information ” as “ an unmitigated[
J , cure J
stable and will in future cany on the business
fraud.” It declares it has “ ascertained / J ™ * * "
alone.
Iy36
Sold by leading
The carpenter work on Capt. Piper’s new fish not from hearsay, but from headquarters,” Philadelphia............
”
*Druggists.
*
ing schooner is nearly completed and she .will be that he “ has been discharged for cause
A SIC K SEN A TO R .
ready to launch in a few’ weeks.
from the police force of Boston.” and it de The excessive corpulency of a certain United States
I f any one in any of our neighboring towns is
Senator has long been the bntt of editorial wit aud
tired of living, we would suggest a new method nounces bis aspersions upon the memory
lev bon mots from the pens of W ashington corres
of committing suicide. Simply come to our vil of Mr. Barron, in emphatic terms. The pondents. Few persons have suspected that his obesity
was a disease, and liable to prove futal. Y et this Is the
lage and walk once or twice the length of Central Gazette says: j
-ad lact. Excessive fatness Is not only a disease In it
but one liable to generate other and more serious
street, on the sidewalks, aud, we will guarantee
It may perhaps be suggested that we-are self,
ones. <’,hemistrv has at last revealed a safe, sure, and
liefore they have accomplished the task they will too severe upon these detectives from reliable remedy for this abnormal condition of the sys
tem
>u
A llan’s A nti-Fat. Distinguished chemists have
either be dead or so near it that they will wish they abroad. We have not spoken, at random
pronounced it not only harmless but very beneficial t~
were. No one but our own citizens can perform in this matter; we {consider that their re
while remedying the diseased condition.
the feat with anything like safety. Our suneyors port, as published in the Boston papers,-is Sold by druggists.
may take comfort, however, in the thought that an insult to every inhabitant of the State of
Sufferers from Headache , constipated bowJuly is coming, if nothing happens to prevent, and Maine, and to the town of Dexter in par Is, inward
piles, eostlveness, fevers, torpid liver, yel,1... oL-.,, n»\A
Indk.nlltinn. JVATWtTlSlfl.
then the iee will disappear without their assist ticular. And the fact that they gave the ,
aud all derangements of the Internal viscera, are cured
result
of
their
“
investigations
”
(God
save
ance.
R ayford .
by “ Swayne’s T ar and Sarsaparilla Pills.” Unlike
the mark!) to the public contrary to the manv other purgatives, they do not irratate the stom

A PPLETO N .

express directions of the officers of the

ach and bowels by frequent use. They keep tlie sys

The mumps is getting alxmt played out in this Bank by whom they were employed, is an tem in healthy condition by arousing the torpid liver to
healthy action and expelling
by the bowels and kiduev--.
_ .
vicinity.
outrage upon those olliccrs that admits of the m atter that poison!
poisons the foundation of life. Be
» Pills.” Price ‘J
Mr. Thomas G. Messer is quite low o f consump no excuse. All their talk about “ press particular to obtain/* Swayi-----------box,
at
leading
druggists.
_
ure ” is the veriest bosh, and doubtless has
tion.
I f B a ld n e ss o r a l»o d e u c y o f H a ir
Dr. Stephens, of Bath, is stopping at the Messer an explanation iu a goodly price ireceived 'Exists, or if the hnLr Is gray, dry or harsh, the natural
for
their
monstrosity
from
lively
and
ambi
House. I understand tlie Dr. says he has come to
youthful color can be restored by using “ London Hair
Restorer,” the most delightful article ever introtious publishers, as well as their own anx 'Color
stop.
duced to the American people for increasing iu growth,
The Iron Clads have had their anniversary; and iety to get before the public as the founders restoring its natural color, and at the same time a lovely
lihir drukslng and beautifier. I t Is totally different from
although the going was so bad that it was almost of a “ new'theory.”
all others; not sticky or gummy, und free from all ini
pure ingredients that render many other articles ob
impossible for any one to stir out, the hall was
noxious; in fact it is exquisitely perfumed and so
M r. H amlin on th e C h inese B il l .— clennly.and
well filled and they had an interesting meeting.
elegantly, prepared ns to make It n lasting
Speeches were made bv Messrs. Simmons, Davis, We have elsewhere referred to the honora hair dressing and toriet luxury.
J . A. T Y N E 8, A PROM INENT CITIZEN,
Soule and others from Seararoont, besides speak ble and manly utterances of Senator Ham
ers from Augusta aud Vassalboro’.
N. C., w rites: Rome tea years ago ray wife’s
lin, last Saturday, in opposition .to the Wilson,
liaiccomintaseed falling, and got w ry tlriu and turned
School commenced in districts 3 and 12 on Mon
but’ after.using “ London Ilalr Color R estorer”
Chinese restriction bill. Wo find the? fol gray,;
day, the 10th, and in 11 a week previous.
he scalp became healthy, the hair stopped falling, the
I have been examining, for several days, tlie lowing abstract of bis remarks in the tele »lo^ was restored, and'is now growing beautifully.
Ask your druggist far London Unlr Color Ipuriorer
papers used in tlie Ilart-Meservey case. I have graphic reports in the daily papers:
Price, 75 cents a bottle. Six hotties, $4. Main Depot
Iy36
studied at leisure and carefully, photographs of
“ Congress had the power, but not the for tin’ U. S., 330 North Sixth 8t., Philad’a.
letters written by Hart iu Wiscasset ja il; also log right to abrogate the Chinese treaty. The
I T C H I N G T I L E S —TheSyoiptom a are moisture,
books kept by him, and by a careful comparison empire of China should he treated as any like
perspiration, intense itching, increased byscratclirv distressing, particularly a t night as if pin
of them with the note found in the Meservey house civilized nation. If changed, the treaty
crawling in and about the rectum, the
and the Philadelphia aud Providence letters, 1 am should be altered by negotiation. He then privatei were
pa rts a re sometimes affected; if allowed to
convinced beyond a doubt that Nathan F. Hart referred to the resolutions passed last ses continue,- very serious results may follow. D r.
fNE’s All H ealing Ointment Is a ple-asant
not only d id not, but could not write the anony sion authorizing the President to open nego
mous letters. I consider the orthography and chi- tiations to secure the modification of the HOME CURES.—We were great _______
from Itcheufft
____ ______
hove described, the
treaty, and said he would drop this hill and ing Piles, Xhu symptoms
rography entirely above and beyond him
Ointment in a short time made a perof Sway
said that “ a little learning is a dangerous thing.” trust all to that resolution. If there were
If so I think in this case lla rt should hav not this hot haste to override the duties of J . AV. CHRIST, Boot k Shoe House 344 N. 2nd St.,
T. C. WEYMAN, H atter. 8 S. Eighth St., Philad’a.
the benefit of his Z/tf/e learning. I have examined the President a solution of the question
Header, if vou are suffering from this distressing
might be had under the resolution referred Complaint,
or Tetter, Itch, Scald H ead, Ring Worm,
photos, of letters and papers claimed to be tlie writ
to, satisfactory to even the people of the 'hirbers’ Itch, any Crusty, Scaley, Skin Eruption, use
ing of a certain other person, and 1 have no hesi Pacific coast. He was opposed to legisla wayue’s Ointment and be cured. Sent by mail to any
tation in saying that I am fully convinced that the tion upon treaties except in extreme cases, address on receipt of price, (in currency or postage
stam ps), 50 cents a box, three boxes $1.25. Address
hand that WTOte those last named papers d id write and this was not one of them. He referred letters, I)r. Swavne & Son,330 N , Sixth StreetPhiladel
No charge for advice. Sold by leading Mrugthe anonymous letters. My opinion is my
to the treaty of Washington, and the fish phiii.
girts.
lj'30
aud no one else is responsible for it. I do not ery clause, and said when the attempt to
expect to manufacture public opinion, but 1 do terminate that part of the treaty was made
t^ ttk there is a large portion of the community it was by a resolution brought forward iu
think that Nathan F. H art is not the author the Senate to the effect that it was desirable
of the anonymous letters, and |I also think that to terminate that part of the treaty. Now
the opinion is gaining ground that he is an inno-1 was it right to abrogate a treaty with
cent uiau. Truth is mighty, aud will prevail. So China by the legislation proposed, and
that with Great Britain in another way?
m ote it be.
C. S. D .

NEW

LOAN!

CITY OF BOSTON

Four Per Cent. Bonds,

5

is h o ld e n fo r th e in d e b te d n e s s o f th e
SP O K E N .
Feb 7, lat 49 56, Ion 17 20, ship Kendrick Fish, Brown C ity , w h o s e p u b lic p ro p e rty a lo n e is
fm Baltimore for Liverpool, all well.

Fuller&Cobb’s

e s tim a te d a t $ 3 7 ,6 9 1 ,4 2 7 , or m o re

U D U U n n i r AT/AFTlT/'iT’,
Jc Jtt JLlli D OjjJL J \ u l JLC lb -

th a n th e to ta l d e b t o f th e c ity .

"VTO1TCE is hereby given that I have given and relinquished to my minor sou H ERBERT L.
THOMAS the remainder of his time during the re
mainder of his minority, and that I shall not claim any
of his earnings after this date.
LEA N D ER THOMAS.
Rockland, Feb. 19, 1879.
3w*19

F o r sa le in t h e ir v a r io u s tlc n o m in a tio n s by

CHAS. A. SWEET & CO.,
N o. 4 0 S ta te S treet, B o sto n .

F A R W E L L H A LL ,

GEO. WM. BALLOU & CO.,

S aturd’y Ev’g. Feb. 22

N o . 7 2 D e v o n s h ir e S t., B o s to n .

A

In reply to the argument of Mr. Blaine
to the effect that China violated the treaty

c e iv e d

BOSTON

A repetition of the Dramatic Entertainment given b
the Gen. Berry Engine Company, when will be pri
aentikl the laughable farce, entitled

POWDER

B om bastes Furioso,

C O M PA N Y .

A

Cash C apital,

$500,000

e v e r

ELECTION NOTICE.

/F rom New York, wliich is the best

T

CITY DRUG ST O R E
2 8 2 M a in S tr ee t.

G ilt Edge S

M A R R IA G E S .

DEA TH S.

Boston City B onds.—There are two classes
of investors always seeking an opportunity to loan
money. One of these considers a high rate of in
terest the greatest recommendation of an invest
m ent; the other looks first at the quality of the se
curity, unwilling 30 take any risk of loss. The lat
ter class are steadily increasing, while a t tlie same
time the class of investments they prefer are de
creasing, as few new loans of this character are
now put upon the market, and the old* ones are
lieing paid off constantly. As a cousequence ther°
is a lively competition for this class of securities
whenever they are offered, and they are always
taken up rapidly. The new loan of tlie City of
Boston is a security of this description.
Boston bonds have always ranked among the
best in the country. Tlie valuation o f tlie city is
$686,000,000, and its public property alone is
valued $37,651,427, while the net debt is only #28,600,000. But the re a l security ot Boston bonds is
in the character of the people, and that has been
demonstrated by a long history. Boston has a l
ways fulfilled its promises, uo matter a t what cost,
and the certainty that our people will always lie
true to themselves gives every bond bearing the
seal of this city a high value. The new four per
cent, recently issued loan is a limited one, and
having baen taken by Messrs. Chas. A. Sweet &
Co., and Geo. Wm. Ballou & Co., is offered to in
vestors by them. It is specially desirable for
ings banks and for investments of that class —
Boston Com l. B ulletin.

P r o r ix io u H . F r u i t a n d P r o d u c e *
Apples tfb b l...........1.2531.75- Steak, ft................... 12
Cooking, ^ p k ............15S18 Hpare-rib,
f t.............. 09
Dried, V f t.................. 6 310 Sausage & f t...................12
deans, Y Kt? bu .1.75g2.OO Hams, t? ft......................11
Beef, roasts, ft.’. .. 15518' Poultry ft
Steak t^ f t ............... I.552O1 Chickens..................14a 15
Corned, 4 / ft...............?510 Turkeys............................16
Tongue, ft....................12 Ducks’,............................. 12
Beets, new ,^ f t ......... ..O il Geese...................... lOa.12
B utter 4? f t.20Q22 •Potatoes............................................ 80
Cabbage, f t.................02‘Potatoes, sw eet,
ft,
Cranberries Vbu.2.5v53.00 Pickles, V-’ g al....... .. .40 350
Cheese,
tb............. IO3I4 Q u in c e s,^ p k .........
Eggs per doz.................... 24 Squashes,
ft . ..
Lard, ft......................... 10lTomatoes, fresh,V f t . . ..0
Lamb
ft.................lOglZi per c au .....................lOylo
O nions,^” ft .................4iT urnips,tf ft................. .^01
Pork, (clear) t? f t.............8:Veal, V f t . . ........*.‘. .T .8gl0
Round Hog, ^ f t ........... 5361 Steak,............... ............ 15
G r o c e r ie s , e t c .

JO U R N A L

bargain ever shown in R ockland.

PULLER & COBB,
325 Main Street, Rockland.

W ELCOM E

SOAP.

M e s s r s . B A R IN G B R O S . Sl C O .,

Steam D ye House,

L o n d o n , E n g la n d .

AND

D IR E C T O R ?

Fancy D yeing E stablishm ent,
W A T E R ST., A U G U ST A , M E.

EMILE BARBIER & GO.,
awarded the F irst Premium a t State Fair, 1870.
This well-ktiowu establishment is conducted by
first-class French Dyer.
Any kind of Dress Goods, in the piece or m ade Into
garments, dyed, cleansed and refinisheil. Gents’, gar
meiita dyed, cleansed, repaired aud pressed readwear. Carpets aud Lace Curtains cleansed. Bern
circular and price list. Velvet Trimmings o f Sleighs
dyed aud restored to their primitive color without
ripping.
O. A . W IG G IN , A g e n t for R o c k la n d ,
WM. COOK, Agent for Thomaston.
K. A. DANA, Agent for W aldoboro.
JA N E A. HALL, A gent for Damariscotta Mills.
E. W . DUNBAR, Agent for Damariscotta.
J. S. G REEN LEA F, Agent for W iscasset.
Ivl2rax

Maine C entral

THOMAS DANA.
S. C. BLANCHARD
JO SE PH NICKERSON. II. J . BOARDMAN.
F. II. ODIORNE.
B. McNEAR.
FRA N K N. TH A Y ER. FRANK R. DOLE.
THOMAS IL LORD.
ALANSON LONG.
JAM ES LIT T L E FIE L D .
W. H. KINSMAN,
rEORGK HINMAN.
R. B. FULLER.
M. F. PIClvERING.

R ailroad .

B O S T O N O F F IC E ,

17

S tr e e t,

K . B . E lIL L E K , P r e .ld e u t .
T H O S. II. L O R D , Secreta ry .

W e claim th is to be THE B E S T S O A P in
th e world, p o s s e s s in g wonderful c le a n s in g
properties, and only n e e d s on e trial to m ake
it W ELCOM E. l l AtoM .all.
I ’ A C I i ' R K I ) 1 !A

C u r tis I I a v is
BO STO N .
-

AhSKNGEH trains leave Bath a t 10.40 a .m ., after

gusta, Skowhegan and Bangor, at Yarmouth with G.
T. R’y, at W estbrook with 1’. & R., a t B. &. M. Junc
tion with train on Boston & Maine, and a t Portland
with trains on Eastern Railroad, arriving in Boston
5.30 p. m.
Afternoon train leaves Bath 4.25 p. m. (nfter arrival
of train leaving Rockland 1.25 p. in.,) connecting at
Brunswick for Lewiston, Augusta and Portland.
Morning Train leaves Portland 7.00; arrives at Bath
8.35 a. m., connecting tq Rocklaud.
Through Trains leave Portland, 12.35 p. m., nfter a r
rival of trains from Boston; arrive at Bath, 2.25 p. m.
connecting to Rocklaud.
Freight T rains each way daily.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sunt.
Feb. 14,1879.
40

Westbrook Seminary &Female College

STEV EN S’ PL A IN S, ME.
This popular institntion for both sexes has been long
established nnd enjoys a high reputation. Its location,
—near Portland,—superior advantages aud manage
ment, give it a -strong claim to public confidence and
patronage. The Spring Term of 18 weeks begins
T h u r sd a y , F e b . 2 7 th . Board, including room,
light und steam heat, for fall term, $3.00 p er week. For
trculars, address

67

W a il S t r e e t .

II E R H E ItT F U I-L E K ..........................M a u e g e i.
W A R 1 I W IL I-IA M H ............................. A m *. See.
3wl0

_ rh . renuLutlon obtained by thia Firm bus been .ee iirtilb y Ibe u-e o f the Beet end Pureet Me
lert d T n d baa led ui many end rarleditnltatione o f their liroo.h bm only eucli ee bear, the name of "CU R
T IS ” preceding the nem'e of “ DAVIS " on her or w rapper, represent their good..
SraoSno.x

NEW AUV ERTISEMENTS.
Iu the matter o f ROBERT ANDERSON, Bankrupt,
IN BANKRUPTCY.
r p i I I S is to give notice, T hat a petition has been preJL sented to the Court, this-3d day of £ ;bruary, 1879,
will insert a seven-line advertisement-on© week in a by ROBERT ANDERSON, of Rockland,a Bankrupt.
list of 269 weekly newspapers, or four lines in a different Individually and us a member of th e firm of ROBERT
list of 337 papers, or ten lines two weeks In a clinic-’' of ANDERSON &. COMPANY, praying that; be may be
either of four separate and distinct lists containing from decreed to have a full discharge from all liis debts, in
70 to 100 papers each, or four lines one wees in all lour dividual and co-partnership', provable under the Bankof the small lists, or one line one v^eck in all six lists rupt Act, and upon reading said petition,
combined, being more than 1,000 papers. \V e also
It is Okdkreu by the Court that u hearing be had
upon the same, on the first Monday of April, A. D.
States and Canada. Send 10 _
1879, before the Court in Portland, in mud District,
pamphlet- A Jd iw a G. I’. KOW t l . l * CO-.
10
o’clock, A. M., and that the second meeting of the
paper Advertising Bureau, 10 Spruce St., S e » Y o r t creditors
o f s iH Bankrupt, be held before Charles
Hp. s . —If you will lend ua the names of a half rtoaeu ILmiLiu, Esq.,
Register, on the 25th day o f February,
would advertise J UST
1879,
and tlie third meeting of the same on the 25th day
ment is made, we will
N O W , If a satisfactory i
of
February,
1379, aud th a t notice thereof be published
mail, which we think
submit a proposition, by rnti
\n
thu
Bangor
D ally Whig «fc Conrier and the R eck-,
___ ____
will please
you.i money
Mopeyearned.
saved i Send
land Gazette, newspapers printed In said District, once
copy**of tlie"’ advertisement you will
a week far three successive weeks, and once in the
t *,a
this.
w hat paper y r “
weekly Bangor Courier, the last publication to be
thirty'days a t least before the day of hearing, and that
H O M E I N D E L A W A R E .—To the Clbthing all creditors w ho have proved their debts and other
Trade and Merchant Tailo r.- A rare chance te persona in. interest, may appear at said time and place,
buy out an old established clothing store nnd merch, and show cause, if any they have, why tho prayer of
tailoring house, in the pleasant and thrifty business citv said petitiou should not be granted.
of Wilmington, (over 30,000 inhabitants) 30 miles south
of P hila.; mild healthy climate, (not 2 inches of snow
3wl0
this winter.) For a few thousand dollars can be had
a comfortable home, dwelling-and store combined, on
main business street.
All running, and in working trim.
B ut wanting more electricity and vim,
Than my poor health cau give.
R4w ll In the m atter o f JO SE PH D. AREY, Bankrupt* IN
BANKRUPTCY.
Address
CYRUS S T E R N , W ilm in g to n , D e l.

COAL! COAL!
PRICES REDUCED.
» . N. B IR D & CO.,
UBAI.EBS I S

W h i t e A s li E g g a n d B r o k e n ,
W h i t e A s h S to v e , a n il
F r a n k l i n Coal
are now selling a t the following Reduced Prices :

E g g and B roken, $5.50 p e r ton,
Stove,
S6.00 p e r ton.
O rder, promptly tilled and delivered a t the above

R ankin B lo ck , Main St.

A

22,143,901

P r o f- H o r s f o r d ’s

P R E P A R A T IO N

M^kes light, sweqt, palatable and nutritious Bread,
N O TIC E TO M A R IN E R S .
Biscuit, Cakes, etc., and costs lens than Cream T artar
The sea buoy a t P o rt Royal, SC, is gone from its or ordinary Baking Powder.
ioorings.
■Newport, Feb 15—Brenton Reef buoy has gone
Coffee ft
’Sugar pe r ft
It makes bread, etc., that are sweet and moist when
R io ,........................ IG320I G ra n u la te d ,.................10
cold.
B oasted & g r. Rio 15&25 E x tra coffeecruslied. .10
It requires much leas shortening than any other ar
J a v a , .....................30533. Muscovado,......................9
ticles.
D O M E ST IC P O R TS.
Molasses
g a l............... 'Syrup, sugar-house.."0580
It has a health-giving influence aud supplies the sys
BOSTON—A r 16. brig R W Messer, Lawrence, Ma tem
H avana................. 45360* Maple par g a l.............1.25
with that for which there is a constant demand.
P orto Rico,...................65,Tea, Japan, lb...frni20 to"0 tanzas Feb 2, with sugar to Standard Sugar Reliuery.
ItcObts much less than the articles for which it is a
New O rleans,........... ."50g60 Ooiong, per f t . . . . 25 3 60 Reports tine weather up to H utteras; since then strong
Oil, K erosene, 4? gal...... 16.E ng. B re a k fa st,.......50,60
Prunes,
f t .......... U 0312,8alt, W bu......................... 4q
RalRins, & 1-4 b o x . .. . 50|8alratus,....................i.8310 Brunswick, Ga, Jan 29,
VIN EY A RD H A V E N -P assed E ast 13, brig It W
F l o u r , C o r n , M e a l, e t c .
Messer, Lawrence, Matanzas 12 days for Boston,
Manufactured according to the directions o f Prof.
Barley, per bu................ 60lPenri B a rle y ,............8310
A r 14, Frank Pearsons, Cuslimnn, Rockland far NY. E. N. Horsford, by the Rumford Chemical W orks,
Buckwheat flour per &..05 RlCe, pr ft....................8gl0
5w llW
N E W Y O R K -A r 17, T 8 Lindsey, Kennedy. Port Providence, It. I.
Cracked, w heat per f t .. 06 Middlings, pr lb............ l j f
Alfred Keen, Henderson, Baltimore for Boston
Corn, per bu.............. 53ft66 O ats, pr bu................ 40^45 land;
in for a harbor;.
Corn meaL p r b u ,..53556 O atm eal,pr l b . . ........ 5610 (put
17, Charlotte Jameson, Jameson Progreso; L T
Flour, per b b l— 4.50fi9.00 Rye, pr bu ..................... 1.00 WCld
hitmore, Campbell, Mobile.
Fine Feed, per f t........... l.*4 Shorts,pr l b ........
G raham Flour, per f t . .. .4 Potash, lump......... .....1 2 . Sid 15, barque HJL Litchfield, for Singapore.
N EW PO RT—Sid 14, N ettie Cushing, Robinson,
Providence for N Y ; W m Rice, Pressey, do for do;
Herald, Poland, do for do.
worth of Seeds or Plants
Fish, dry cod pr l b . . . . 2^5! Corned Cod................
Sid 17, Frank Pearson, Cushman, for N Y.
Fresh cod, pr lb ........... 5
Napes & fins, prlb..5& 8
Sid 15, W m Rice, Pressey, Providence forN Y.
1 Seeds or Plants
Fresh Haddock, p r lb .,
Tongues & Sounds,
PROVIDENCE—A r 16 sch American Chief, Snow,
.
______ ,
p r jb .......... ............... 8
Seeds or Plants
Fresh halibut,.. . . . . . Lobsters, pr lb........... 05 N Y .
MOBILE—A r 10, barque Edw ard Cushing, BickSmoked halibut,pr lb .. 8; Salmon, pr lb ..................
1 Seeds or Plants
niore, Pensacola..
Salt. m a c k e re i,..s.3 ,11,: Shad.............................
Ar 18, barque Ephraim W illiams, Keene, Havana.
Fresh Mackerel............ ..00; O ysters...........if. .£ .. .35060
1 Seeds or Plants
NORFOLK, VA—Aj - I I , D Ellis, Torrey.
W o o d , B a y , etc.*
Sid 14, Lucy Ames, Bishop, for Philadelphia.
Coal per to n ....5 5007 00'Hay, pressed. 15 00>1
SAVANNAHA
r
16,Maggio
D
M
anton,
Blacking,
Wood, hard per
(Hair, pr bu....................25
comprehensive w ork issued. It contains numerous
c d . . . . . ....... 5 2500 00 Cement, pr qask.......... 1 35 ton; G M Brainerd, Kenniston.
F njjraviugs, lllustratingthoosands of the beatF low S o lt.p e r cd. ..5 OOgO OOiSand p r e a s k ............. 20025
W A SHINGTON T E R R IT O R Y -A r a t Port Towns e r s aud V eg e ta b le s, and also description of all the
end 6th, ship Baring Brothers, Thorndike, San Fran B e a u tif u l P la n ts . Mailed for a 3-cent stamp. T
L im e, W ood an d CaakB.
customers free.
PBSwlO
cisco.
Common................ 60-065 C asks................................. 11
GA LV ESTO N Sid 6, ship Corsica, Stetson, Liver Seeds or Plauts by Express or MalI.(Safety guaranteed.
W iu .E ,B o w d lU h ,Q 4 5 W a rren St..B o sto n ,M a ss
Lump,........ *............... SO Wood, soft......2 5002
pool.

B o w d i te h ’s

C o .,

a n d for s a l e b y a l l l e a d in g g r o c e r s .

N E W Y O R K O F F IC E ,

arrival of train leaving Roeklund at 7.35 a.ui., con
P necting
at Brunswick for Lewiston, Furmingtoii, A u

BREAD

&

1

C om m en cin g F eb . 1 7 ,1 8 7 9 .

McCulloch, H amlin, Mt D esert; sch E L G regory
McLain, Vinalhaven; 20, U S Rev steamer Dallas,
Ilodgdon, Portland.

dike’, Pierce, Si A ugustine; H G ffird, Bunker, N Y ;
19, U S Rev stm r McCulloch, Hamlin, cruising.

b e fo r e .

Hamburg:
Eklgringrs

CITY OF ROCKLAND.

D ru g g ist & A p o th ecary ,

th a n

G FRA N D

MUSICAL M ELANGE

u . E . ROBINSON

ars assests, including a good surplus, and its ac
tion indicates that tlie efforts of President De W itt
to introduce a definite life-insurance contract,
touching the question of forfeiture, is meeting
with the success it deserves, and Its’adoptiqn by
other companies shows that the well-considered
and practical reform introduced by the Uh ion Mu
tual was demanded by the insuring public, and is
necessary to the continued success of the business
of life insurance.

a sso r tm e n t

m u c h L A R G E R

. with Mr. W hite in the title role.

T . E. T IB B E T T S ,

Murphy, in the attempt to catch it, filled the skiff.
Wall sprang and caught hold of the side of the
vesselfand climbed on board threw a line to Murphy
and Clark and succeeded in saving them. H ad it
not been for the coolness and agility of Capt. Wall,
they probably would have been drowned.
While Rev. Mr. Ford was unpacking his goods
one day last week, he was much surprised at hav
ing a young couple call to be joiued in the bonds
o f matrimony.
Capt. Fred. Sheerer and daughter returned home
last Friday, nfter a voyage of nine months, looking
liaie and hearty. "We were much pleased to see
Marion’s pleasant face and hear her musical laugh.
Capt- S. left Tuesday morning to join his vessel,
the Earl H. Potter, now’ in New York aid bound
for New Orleans. He intended hiking his family,
but owing to tlie severe illness of his daughter*
Mrs. Frank Kelloch, who has been very low’ with
lung fever, he was obliged to go without them.
Schooners Mary W . Hupper, Jesse H art and
Georgie D. Loud, have been chartered for Rock
port to load ice for Norfolk at 90 per ton.
Brother Rogers has invited the Iron Clads and
Ladies’ Aid to the launching of his three-masted
schooner, Flora Rogers, at Camden, next Wednes
day. If the sleighing is good, we shall all go,
without doubt.
T. L. Williams has removed his stock o f jewelry
to the Centenial Hotel, where he may lie found
prepared to do all .kinds of jewelry work nt rea
sonable ratcB.
The party at Melvin Ludwig’s, Monday, nigh*
was a very enjoyable affair. Mel. soon leaves us
to go steward o f the Earl H. Potter and Wm.
Crocker as mate.
Hupper - & Martin are cutting ice at Howard’s
Pond. They have their ice-house about half full.
T h e ice’is eighteen inches thick and of a superior
quality.
N. Hall lias imported the boss sleigh. It looks
very inviting. Brother H., can’t you give us a lit
tle ride.

r e 

And the famous operatic burlesque tragedy of

One more case of scarlet fever in Waldoboro, by not providing certain laws in pursu
ance thereof, Mr. Hamlin said the emperor
Mr. Elisha Mero has a very fine hog. He thinks but not considered dangerous.
The schools In town have about all closed. Have of China did issue his edict against any
it will weigh al>out six hundred when dressed,
not heard of a case, where trouble has existed to and all forcible transportation of Chinese to
is white as snow.
any foreign country. The penalty for a
About thirty couples went out to Washington any extent. This shows a refoim somewhere;
violation of this edict was death, n e believ
last Friday. They had supper, a dance and a either in the teacher or the school, but probably in. ed all persons who came here to make this
spZtW/Wtime. Washington has peculiar attract both.
country their permanent home ought to par
As we were walking up street the other morning ticipate in our Government, ought to be
ions for the people of Union,
we thought we heard a mowing machine, but upon citizens and have the right of suffrage con
HOPE.
close examination saw that it was Geo. H. Kulm, ferred upon them. He believed that if the
Another snow-storm, a north-easter this time.
with his ice-plow, making preparations to h an e st Chinese on the Pacific Coast were treated
Well it covers die bare fields, making a protection
a crop of ice which lias matured this season iu with Christian humanity they would assimi
to the grass roots, if not otherwise seeming to lie
Sproul’s mill-pond. This is about the only crop late with our people. lie then referred to
needed. The late heavy rain made the traveling
in this section not subject to the blighting effects the labor question, and said: “ Chinese
good over the ponds, which before were almost
cheap labor ” was a canting cry. It was a
of frost.
impassable.
Mr. W . W . Perry, the popular Grcenbacker, cry addressed to the prejudices, not to the
The Universalists will hold a two day’s meeting
did not deliver his speech as advertised last Friday judgment of men. Let us receive the Chi
at South Hope, Wednesday and Thursday, Feb.
evening, on account of sickness, but will do so at nesc and teach them the civilization of
26th aud 27th. Ministers expected to lx? present,
Christ. If we could not overcome their
some future time not far distant.
Revs. Nash, Stowe and Goodenongh, aud perhaps
The celebrated Congregational choir of this paganism then we could abrogate the trea
ty. He sent to the Clerk’s desk and had
others
place will give a concert at their church Tuesday
The Universalists held a sociable at True’s Hall evening. This organization is under tlie direction read a speech of Mr. Stewart, a member
of the California Constitutional Convention,
Monday evening.
of Mrs. D. W . Potter, the popular organist and supporting his views.”
pianist. Judging by their programme, and their
T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R .
The school at B a rfs Neck, taught by J. F talent to perform the same, we bespeak a musical
A D V IC E TO C ON SU M PTIV ES.
treat.
D E N T IS T .
Tracy, dosed last Friday.
All branches of dentistry faithfully attended io a t
The M. B. O. W . will give a select sociable and the following valuali
i person- suffering
Hupper & Martin are loading a vessel with ice
prices to suit.the times. T eeth extracted without pain
Tin? natiei
from
lung
affections
dance at Clark’s Hall, Thursday evening. As tlie
from the pond at So. St. George.
by Nitrous Oxide Gas. Great reduction in the price
nlous conscientioui
‘
: upon
ifinbcr that tl
o f cloned of artificial teeth. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Win. Furgeson lias rented H. M arshall’s paint young ladies were so successful with theirs, two
*
♦
*
weeks since, probably every effort will be made rooms is always more or less bad.
C o r- M a in a n d W in te r S ts .
shop, and is prepared to do carriage painting.
No man, however uncleanly, would drink muddy, dirty
1J-23WX
Parties are quite the rage. On Monday night there to make this compare favorably. Music by Samp water. A party which occupies a room for hour*,
brcatliing
the
same
air,
might
be
compared
to
a
party
were two, one at L. S. M. Glidden’s and one at the son’s full quadrille band.
of bathers drinking the water in which they bathe.
That person who predicted an open winter is T he patient must keep the window of his bedroom
residence ol Capt. David Giles, who has lately
Night air is fresh air without daylight. In close
returned home from a voyage to the Windward out of tow n; that is, we don’t hear him any more open.
crowded rooms, the patient suffering from lung com
(S cccessor r p F. G. Cook),
Islands. We were right glad to welcome you home But we will forgive him, because it did keep plaints breathes consumptively.” By taking these precautions
aud using Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Dis
open until the new year, which makes the winter
again, David!
covery and Pleasant Purgative Pellets, fully one-half
very
short,
and
the
mercury
has
not
been
below
of
the
cases
of
lung
complaints
would
he
cured
In
six
skating the past week lias 1x?en very good and the
for cough and initation of the lungs do not
marsh has presented a lively appearance, especial zero but twice during the winter thus far. But months;
indic-aLc the presence of consumption although
we wish that gentleman would call at our office lie- always
ly on Saturday, as there was no school.
it may result in that disease, and if consumption has
u’rcady
become
deeply seated iu the system, this is the
The lull on St. Valentine's night was a very en fore he predicts again. We have something to most efficient course
of treatment that can be pursned
Rockland, Jan. 6, 1877,
5
joyable affair. The supper furnished by Mr. Rich tell him.
outside of any institution that provides special facili
Last Sunday was a very pleasant day and tlie ties for the treatm ent of this disease. Dr. Pierce’s cel
ards, proprietor o f the Centennial Hotel, was all
Iting Cards, very neat and
ebrated Invalids’ Hotel is such an Institution. Send
printed
at
short
notice
people
turned
out
in
round
numbers,
which
gave
that could be desired.
stamp for descriptive pamphlet containing also a com
office.J
treatise upon consumption, explaining its causes',
Mrs. Nelson Hall has a calla lily in bloom, the the three societies very respectable audiences. A plete
and the beat methods of treating it, together
stormy Sabbath, though disagreable, lias a go<wl nature,
blossom measuring eight inches from tip to tip.
with vuluable.'jnts concerning diet, clothing, exarch
etc., far c—
’•
The prayer meetings, which have l>een held effect after all. It is all for the lx»st.
Mr. C. M. Atwood,of the Lincoln C ounty .Yews, and 'four
every evening this week, have been largely attend*
e l and we understand that a great deal of interest | has been appointed by the Grand Lodge of the
A Lendl'Jg P h y s ic ia n says; “ it can here
In this city, Feb. 17, a t the Church of Immanuel, by
Good Templars of Maine, Special District Deput; lied upon" in speaking of Dr. A. J. Flagg’s Cough Rev. W . T. Stowe, Mr. Gideon M. Sm ith,of Brooklyn,
is manifested.
N. Y., and Miss Fannie A ., daughter of Capt. Thomas
Mr. Josh Smalley lost a valuable horse Im t ’ f°r fifi3 county. He will organize anew lodge at atul Lung Syrup.
15, Glover, of this city.
Noblelxjro this week,and is making preparations to
week.
In this city, Feb. 13, by Rev. W . C. Barrows, Mr.
Marion W . Hamilton and'Mrs. Maggie Knowlton, both
The Whig learns that a man named of
Sch. Cocheco, Capt. A. Y. Greenlaw, of and o rg a n iz e d district lodge at this place March 4th.
tills city.
And
now
we
notice
two
more
street
lamps
added
William
Roe,
residing
somewhere
in
the
from Rockport, with a cargo of lime for Boston,
A t Vinalliaveu, F e t. 6, Mr. Rufus O. Mills, of North
in trying to make Herring, Gut Harbor, went to the list—one at the bridge—a dismal place in vicinity ot Corinna, upset a load of hay Haven and Miss Adelia E . Green, of V.
dark
night—and
one
at
the
Post
Office.
And
last
Friday,
and
was
smothered
to
death
ashore near the Brothers; got off leaking badly,
and is nowon the Marine Railway .undergoing re still there are more to follow. More light—that’s under it before he was discovered.
the motto. W hen you see a person or a place us
The house on Richmond’s Island, owned
pairs.
As a party of young men were out riding a few ing more light, it is a step towards progression und by Augustus Cummings, was burned Mon
day.
Loss, $4000; insurance, $3000’, in the [Notices of Deaths are inserted free, but obituary
civilization
every
time.
days ago, they met with quite an accident. The
lotices, beyond the date, name and age, must be paid
Just arrived—a new invoice of some of that Hartford company.
driver turning suddenly, capsized the sled, which
or at the rate of 5 cents a line. Poetry 6 cts. per line.)
beautiful
snow,
to
the
amount
of
about
ten
inches.
F.
T.
Stearns’ spool factory, at Lovell, I
resulted iu the breaking of Jesse Ludwig’s should
er. He is doing nicely, and the Dr. thinks he will Well, we shall have to say as that unfortunate liv was burned on Saturday last. Loss estim a- 1
id
ing did who got caught in the ice. After twisting ted at 86000. Insured as follows: xEtnn, I
lx* able to lie out In a few weeks.
In Thomaston,°Feb. 14, Mr. Thomas Blackburn, aged
around a spell, he exclaim ed: “ H any, if you 81000; Phoenix, 81000; Roger Williams,
[Received too late for our last ihsue.]
want to. Fourth of July will give you a sweat." 81000.
fn Appleton, Jan. 26, Miss Deborah Ripley, aged 72
The recent levee at the Centenial Hall was a suc
Mondny forenoon Mrs. A. M. Goggin, in Union, Feb. 10, Miss Flora E. Bobbins, aged .2
cess. About ninety dollars was taken and the proT he D e fin it e Contract first issued in 1877, Gas-housePatch, Lewiston was found dead
ceeds will lx? appropriated for the laying of a side from the directors’ office of the Union Mutual Life and frozen in a chamber. There was an
walk from the Post Office to the residence of Capt. Insurance Company, in Boston, under the Maine empty whiskey bottle in the same room.
Daniel Piersons.
non-forfeiture law, has received a substantial in
Capt’s Wm. Murphy, David Wall and a seaman dorsement by the Southern Mutual Life Insurance
o c k la n d R e ta il R ricea C u r r e n t
named Clark, had a very narrow escape from Company of Kentucky, which has really adopted RThese
prices are for tlie best articles,
-drowning on Monday morning, the 10th. Coming the plan of the Union Mutual, and will hereafter erwlse specified or only one price given. F o r lurge
F O K T O F K O JX xJA N D .
from H art’s Neck to the harbor in a small skiff, issue similar policy to new insurers. The South quantities prices will be a shade low er. Corrected
weekly.
they stopped along side the schooner Jesse H art ern Mutual is not a new company, but commenced
Rockland , Feb. 20, 1879.
to leave Clark, and in doing so dropped a saw and business in 1276, and has nearly one million doll

M A R IN E

sto c k

th is d a y w h ic h

MARINE INSURANCE m a k e s t h e

S a ra h ’s Young Man,

Will l»e an added attraction, in which the following
well known singers of Rockland, will appear
ACCOUNT C U R R EN T
SOPRANO:
F o r th e Y ear 1 8 78.
M rs. F . K .S P E A R .
M iss M. F . F U L L E R ,
M iss E lla F . P a lm e r , M iss A d a B la c k in g to n .
CONTRALTO:
M isses J u lia S. Spear,
R o se G ould,
H e le n M . S n ow ,
M a g g ie S w e e tla n d .
TENOR:
IN C O M E .
M r. J a m e s W ig h t .
Mr. S. T . M ujjridge,
and terminate ...............$781,15.2 32
M r. J . A . B e e c h e r .
M r. A . D . B la e k ln g to n Premiums earned
........................................................ 26,941 74
BASSO:
line of securities.............................5,383 10
M r. E . A. B u rp ee.
M r. G. E. TO R R E Y ,
D r. T . E. T ib b e tts,
M r. A . A . W o o d b r id g e
• E X P E N D IT U R E S .
M r. W arran W h ite .
(*s paid, and all known and supposed
M usic by th e O R PH EU S CLUB.............................................................
37
Rebates, return premiums, re-insurance,
T H E
S T N G -I-II B A N D
axes and all other expenditures............. 261,399 66
.-.if, ffii- fli*.
................... ......... .52.667
Will give an out door concert at half-past six.
Admission, 25 Cents. Reserved Seats, 35 Cents.
$813,447 16
STA TISTIC S.
For sale nt Spear & Co.’s.
Amount insured since organization....... $163,480,202 00
I Premiums received “
“
............. 3,643,290 58 I
Losses incurred
“
“
............. 1,969,982 53
Average annual earnings on capital.............14 93-100 V i
Assets to nmouut at risk Dec. 31,1878......... 18 27.HX) fe’ ;
A BSO LU TELY PU R E.
A Iaeger percentage o f assets to amount at risk than |
that o / any Company in Xew E ngland.
T he Royal Baking I’o w d e rjs a pure Cream bf.TarA SSETS.
tar pnwder, made from pure Grape Cream ’Tartar, im
HE inhabitants o f the CItr o f Rockland, qualified, Cash in baukB and bankers’ hands................$218,699 70 1
ported exclusively for this powder direct from the wine
accord ing to law, are hereby notified to meet at $100,000 U . 3 . bonds.......................................... 105,500 uu 1
district of Franco. A u old experienced house keeper
75,000 City of Bostpn bonds...........................86,625 00
their several ward rooms on.
27,000 City of Cambridge bonds................... 30,915 (.0
writes that, although she has to pay a few pennies
M o nday, t h e th ir d d u y o f M arch n e x t,
20,000 Boston ifc Albany R. R. bonds...........23,700 tiO
more for the ‘‘ Royal,” finds that It goes much farther at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to give in tlieir votes
15,000 Merchandise National Bunk.............. 12,375 00
and works much better than saleratus, soda, or cream for a Mayor of the C ity: also one Alderman, three
JO.COO City’of Bangor bonds......................... 10,SOO 00
Common C’ouncilmen, a W arden, W ard Clerk and a
5,000 A. T. * 8- F. It. It. bonds................... 5,360 00
of tartar.
Constable, for tlieir respective wards.
oans secured bv first mortgages.................... 108,200 00
Xfcjy- Most of the Cream of ffa rta r of commerce is
The polls will be kept open until four o’clock in the
oans on call secured by collaterals.................46,526 79
adulterated with Alum, T erra Alba, etd. Doctors pro afternoon o f said day, und then closed.
Premium notes................................................... 319,163 13
Notice is also given th at the Board of Aldermen Balance in New' York Brauch Office.............. 39,199
nouncc Alum most dangerous to health; it costs but
will be iu session nt their room in the Berry Block on
it, accrued interest, and oth2c. u pound, Cream of T a rta r over 30c. T he Rovai the threo secular days next preceding the day of elec Due cr items............................................................85,606
25
Baking Powder is recommended for its wholesome tion, from two o’clock to four o’clock P. 51., on the first
$1,092,060 61
ness by such eminentchemlbts as Dr. Mott, New Y o rk ; two of ahid days, and from two o’clock to five o’clock,
I P. M., on the last of said days, far the purpose of re
L IA B IL IT IE S .
D r. S. Dana Hayes, Boston. Sold only in cans. All ceiving evidence of tlie qualification o f voters whose
names have not been entered on tho voting lists, and Losses due and unpaid.............................................None.
Grocers.
All known reported and supposed losses....$109,238 67
for the correction o f the lists.
K tj' BAKING PO W D ER should never be sold in
ou all risks not terminated, at
Liats of the voters in each of the several wards have Premiums
100 .............................................................. 33S.321 06
paper packages, as it becomes stale and deteriorates been posted in the following places, viz :
Capital stock paid in............. t ......................... 500,(MK) 00
W ard 1.—At the store of A. .1. Bird & Co.
upon exposure to the atmosphere.
Iy29
N et divisible surplus..........................................144,500 88
W ard 2 .-rA t the store o f A. F. Ames.
WaTd 3.—A t tlie store of Farrami & Spear.
$1,092,060 61 I
W ard 4.—At the store o f E . R. Spear & Co.
W ard 5.—At the store of O. P. Hix.
M arine R isk s O nly.
W ard 6.—A t the store of I. A. Jones.
Ward. 7.—A t the store of John Bird & Co.
CHAS. A. DAVIS, City Clerk.
erllng at CountingRockland, Feb. 19, 1879.
*
I?

ROYAL

la r g e

N4wl2

SPECIAL NOTICES

nW

W A L D O B O R O *.

F O R E IG N .
Off South Arklow Lightshid 29, W
A Campbell,
m Liverpool
Live:----- ’ 'for- Sandy Hook.
frm
Cld fin Ha-vnna J’s t, sch
’ ~Rinnie J Carleton, Butler-,
Matanzas.
Sid 6,
Bird,, nail,
Hall, Pensoeola.
u, Sarah rF ohu
reiiaueuia.
• L
A r at Matanzas Feb 5, sch Abbie Dunn, Fountain,
Havana.
A r at Liverpool Ja n 30, Belle O’Brien, O’Brien, Norfolk.
■
|
A t Cartbagena. Yen, Ja n 21. sch E Arcularius, Hall,
for Port Limon, ldg.
A t Matanzas Feb 7, Nellie BowersJJtackpole; Grace
Bradlev, Vesper.
A t Old Providence Jan 21, sch Laura A W ebb, Kill- Coupon or Registered,20 Years to Uuu
son, for Baltimore, hlg.
A r at Havre Feb 14, Martha Cobb, Greenbank, New
Orleans.
Sid 14, barque M A McNeil, Jordan, N York.
A r at Liverpool Feb 14, ships Kendrick Fish, Brown, Valuation of City of Boston.................8 6 8 6 ,0 0 0 OOO
Baltimore: Andrew Jackson, T ripp, New Orleans.
Debt..................................
Sid fm Havana Feb 6, Ephraim W illiams, Keene,
Sinking F und....... 1 6 ,2 9 7 ,2 4 6
Mobile.
Put Into Dartmouth Feb 17, barqueM A McNeil, J o r 
dan, fiu Havre for New York.
A r at Havana 10, Cephas Starrett, Baldridge, Phila M a ilin g p e r c e n ta g e o f D e b t t o V a lu a tio n o n ly
delphia.
F o u r P er C eut.
A r at Matanzas Feb G, sch Rennie J Carleton, Buter.
T h e s e B o n d s a re u n d o u b te d ly th e
A r at Gibraltar Jan 29, J W B artlett, Bortlett, Mesma for N Y.
m o s t p e rfe c t s e c u rity e v e r is s u e d , as
Sid tin Falmouth 2, R R Thomas, Nickels, Havre,
o l d M e j l l i o n e s previous to .Tan 22, ship A McCal- a ll p ro p e r ty ,'P U B L IC a n d P R IV A T E ,
1'um, Masters, for Europe.

FLOWER
SEEDS.

A cres of F a rm in g Land

by JO SE PH D. A REY , of Vinalhaven, a Bankrupt,
G IV E N A W A Y !
Persons wishing to avail tnemeeives oi a gooa n o u ie trom alt ihh debts, provaoi
i Minnesota bv Buying Preemption, Homestead, R.R. and upon reading said petl
iu xs Ordeiied by the '
ands or T ree Claims, will find it to their advantage b y
•nding 55 cts. for a book of 100 pages, giving full de- I,
> j 1879, before the Court in Portland, in said 1
i, anu oin er raws uervuuu ig iO , 10 o’clock,. A . M., and that the second meeting oi m e
will be held a t the Bankrupt Court Room in Rockland, Government lunds, and guide if they wish who knows creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before Chas. Hamon the 25th day of Feb. A. D. 1879, before Mr. Register these lands, by addressing S. L. JOHNSON, No. 909 i lin, Register, on the 25th day of April 1879, and the
R 4w ll ; third meeting of the same on the. 25th day of A p ril
Hamlin, for the purposes specified in Section 5093 of 7th Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
----------- ! 1379, and that notice thereof be published' in the T
the R. S. of U. S. T itle, Bankruptcy.
W A DAY
•Jwll
TRU E P. PIERCE, Assignee
J newspapers printed in said D istrict, once a week for
Jp < VHito: ICKERY, Augusta, Main
' three successive weeks, and once in the weeklv B a n .
i gor Courier, the last publication to be thirty i
D istr ic t C ourt o f th e U n ite d S ta te s. D istr ic t
len ‘ ' '
'
’
-•
•
o f M a in e .
□ V w ith name,10 cts. .1.Mlnklerg.Co.,Nas*au,NY.Rll who
their debts and other persons In interIn tlie m atter o f JO SE PH D. A REY, Bankrupt, IN
BANKRUl’TCY.
I cause, if any they have, why the prayer of sold petlSend foroutllt.G . A. Goodall, Campello,Maas. I tion should not be granted.
HIS is to give notice th at a secon^
WM. P. PREBLE,
ing of the creditors of JO SE PH D. A R E \ ,
J 3wl0
Clerk of District Court for said District.
Bankrupt, will be bold at the Bankrupt Court Room,
I
Chromo
Cards, 10c. Nassau Card Co., Nas»au,NY
Rockland, before. Mr. Register Hamlin, on the 25th day
of February, A. D. 1879, at 10 o’clock A . M., for the
purposes specified in Sections 5092 and 5093. Title,
Outfit free. Shaw & Co., A ugusta, Me. 4wll
2 w ll,PtCy
TRU E I’. PIE RCE , Assignee.

T

P A R E N T S, you need no lo n g e r th r o w a w a y
D istr ic t C ourt o f t h e U n ited States. D istr ic t
z R e jo ic e ! R e jo ic e !
| your C h ild r e n ’s S h o e s before they are h a lf w orn,
o f M aine.
ou uccouut of H o le s th r o u g h th e T oes. Either tlie
In th e matter of A N D REW EVANS, Bankrupt, IN
BANKRUPTCY.
4
n i ’lIIS is to give notice th at the sscond and third
The Original aud Genuine
J[ meetings of creditors of A N D REW EVANS will ■A
-----OR----be held at tlie Bankrupt Court Room, Rockland, on the
25th day of February, A. D. 1879, before Mr. Register
“ A . S. T . C O .” J
Hamlin, for the purposes specified in Sections 5092 and
Is again in the market. Sold everywhere. . Sent
j
5093 of the It. 8 . of U. 8. Title, Bankruptcy.
X
by mail on receipt of the price)
j
bwn
TRUE P. PIERCE, Assignee.

gMiss S aw y er’s Salve
5 )”- 2 5 C e n t

S IL V E R

H

4 W ig g in & C o ., S o le A g e n ts , R o c k - S
7
la n d , M a in e .
«>

J. P. COWLES, M. D„
P h y sicia n & Surgeon,
C A -M »r.iV
- M A IN E .

H. C. L E V E N SA L E R , M . D.,

■trains wore switching
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PE R IH E L IO N AND PESTILEN C E

A F unny F rench W edding.

© atarrH

Two wedding couples presented them
selves at the Mayorality, in a suburbs of
Paris, to carry out the civil portion of their C atarrh o f th e Nasal Cavities, Aoute,
marriage contact. They ranged themselves
Chronio, and Ulcerative, Hay Fever,
on opposite sides of the Mayor’s official
or Rose C atarrh, C atarrh of th e Eye
throne, and fa jed one another. Tlie May
and Ear and C atarrh o f th e Throat,
or was asking a question of one of the
bridegrooms whose attention was thus dis
8CCCE8SFCLLT TREATED WITH
tracted from his bride.
On turning round to look nt her when
he had answered tlie question, he o iuglit /1ATARRH Is a disease of the raucous________
ncmbranc.
Temperaments and constitutions vary Its severity
her making “ sheep’s eyes ” nt the bride In individual
cases’. “Catarrh
cases.
Catarrh may arise “frou
from a cold or
groom opposite. Being of a jealous tem- a succession of colds, from sudden change of ntmoswearing wet clothing, or exposure to inclement
pernraent, he laid tiis hand roughly on her phere,
weather, and becoming thoroughly c...............
chilled when the
digestive
are.------------------.nactivu
In a raorbir — '
— ______organs
o--------condition,
arm, and said, sharply: Mademoiselle, and
the strength and vital forces exhausted. The dlswhich of tlie two brides are you? You are -------aay arise from ascrofulous condition of the blood,
ScarleS Fever, Measles, and Diphtheria. In which
mine, I believe; then oblige me by confin cases the eye and ear are generally Involved and dia
charge quantities of matter. The discharges
ls from the
ing your glances to me.”
nose,
the distinctive feature In-__________
all catarrhalcases
ct from
___ ______________________
The bride was a young woman of spirit, whatever cause they arise, may be thin and watery, and
acid as to cause redness and excoriation of the akin
and, representing tlie tone in whicli the re so
with which they come in contact, or thick and yellow
emitting a foul odor, or clear and whfto likctho
primand was made, retorted, “ Ah, Mon ish.
white of an egg. There maybe an entire lack of secre
sieur, if you are jealous already, I am like tion, tho surfaces being dry and feverish, the face, front
and upper part of tho head feeling uncomfortable, and
ly to lead a pleasant life with you." Tlie as
if It was encircled b y a tight, unyielding band. This
phase is called Dry Catarrh. The lYcc mattery
jealous bridegroom made an angry reply, latter
discharges cause the passages to swell and become
and the other bridegroom must needs put thickened,
rendering breathing through the nose diffi
or impossible, and the sufferer finds It necessary
his oar in. “ Pali! Monsieur, why should cult
to breathe through tlie month, thereby permitting cold
yon make such a fuss because mademoiselle air to pass directly to the bronchial tubes and lungs.
The matter passing down the throat creates a constant
chooses to favor me with a glnnee? ”
desire to hawk and expectorate to throw it off; but
tho membrane is dry and feverish, instead of
Thereat his bride turned savagely upon when
passing freely down from the nos s and throat, the inuhim and exclaimed. “ Ha, Monsieur, it cub becomes nard and forma into scabs. lucrustationB.
hard lumps, which adhere so firmly to the nasal
would seem then, that you like to have ladle i and
passages and throat ns to require very persistent efl'orte
dislodge them. The eye In symputhy becomes In
es make eyes at you! Now I know what to to
flamed, red, weak, and watery, or in tho morning tho
expect from you; but you might at least lldB may be found glued together, and matter Is se
creted la more or less quantity. Tim ca r also becomes
have had the decency to keep this proof of seriously
affected, discharging quantities of matter, be
sides being visited by the most violent nenrnlgic pains,
your faithlessness concealed from me here.” ending
frequently in inflammation, ulceration, and
A n d with this fierce thrust, she burst into finally deafness. Tho throat, bronchial tubes, and lungs
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I f there is anything in “ astrological
Maine C entral R ailroad.
Q uestions, suggestions, information, records of ex criology,” we are approaching one of
perlence, notes or articles on any department of flori
culture, are cordially invited from all cultivators oi the most pestilential periods of the
C o m m e n c i n g O c t. 7 , 1 8 7 8 .
lovers of flowers. AU such should be addressed
MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, M e .
A P O T H E C A R IE S .
earth’s history. Since the commence
to “ E ditor o f Floral D epartment,” a t this office.
188ENGER trains leave Bath a t 1.40 d. m., after
M c L O O N , A R T IS T ,
arrival of train leaving Rockland a t 10.25a.m., con ment of the Christian era the perihelia
i
ng at Brunswick for Lewiston, Farmington, Au
ESPECTFULLY calls the attention of the public
i
of the four great planets of the solar
gusta, Skowhegan and Bangor, at Yarmouth with G.
that he has fitted new Solar Rooms in G L O V E R
T. R’y, at W estbrook with P. & R., at B. Sc. M. Junc
BLOCK, 3 4 9 .wa i n S tre e t, nearly opposite Lynde
E U L A L IA JAPONICA VARIE- system—Jupiter, Uranus, Saturn and
tion with train on Boston & Maine, and a t Portland
Hotel, Rockland, Maine.
. Druggist, Cor. Main and Lime Rock Sts.
Neptune—have not been coincident.
with trains on E astern Railroad, arriving in Boston
GATA.
I huve new instruments, the best In the world,—Prof.
8.10 p . m.
W oodward’s Improved direct printing Solar Cameras.
But this is about to occur, and, in the
Afternoon train leaves Bath 3.35 p. m. (after arrival
Life-size Photographs made direct by this process.
Any style of Single o r Double Team furnished at
of train leaving Rockland 1.35 p. m.,) connecting at
i City Drug Store, 282 Main street.
Pictures of all kinds copied in the most elegant style
I t is surprising how few people as yet language of D r. Knapp, who has traced
abort notice and a t reasonable rfftes.
Brunswick for Lewiston, Augusta and Portland.
if the art, making them ef any required size.
appear to know anything of this beauti the history of the greatest epidemics
Best accom m odations for B oarding H orses and
IG G IN J . H . formerly w ith C. P. Fesaenden,
Morning Train leaves Portland 7.00; arrives at Bath
Copies finished in India Ink, Pastel, Crayon and Oi)
W 1^
tra n sien t Team s, in th e city.
8.35 a. m., connecting to Rockland;>n Canvas".
ful, hardy grass. We have a row of that ever afflicted the human race to
P a r tb u la r atten tio n is given to furnishing team
, Through Trains leave Portland, 12.35 p. in., after a r
Photographs framed in any atyle required.
plants which have been in full beauty the perihelia of these planets, there will
rival of trains from Boston; arrive at Bath, 2.38 p. m.
Persons at a distance cun be furnished with copied andC oches for funerals.
A lso, Books kept a t th is office lo r the diflerentSfage
connecting to Rockland.
pictures to their satisfaction. Necessary information
for the last six weeks, on the sight of soon be “ lively times for the doctors.”
Lines, where all orders should be left.
Freight Trains each way daily.
will be given by addressing the A rtist.
BO O TS & S H O E S .
FR E D H . BERRY .
PAYSON TUCKER, 9upt.
which every visitor exclaims “ How The theory is, that when one or more of
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charm ing!” but the full beauty is scarce the large planets is nearest to the sun,
Rockland.Feb 3. 1878
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For the trade. Good work and promptness. Be ex
' and Men’s Furnishing Goods. 351 Main street.
ly seen outside ; although in this fine, the tem perature and condition of our
plicit as to directions.
dry, bright, autumn weather the flower atmosphere are so disturbed as to cause
R E S ID E N C E , 4 4 L IM E R O C K S T R E E T .
P o r t l a n d , B a n g o r & M a c h ia s
Furs and Furnishing Goods. 243 Main street.
plumes show much of their true charac injurious vicissitudes, terrible rains,
(Box 784.) •
THOB. McLOON, A rtist.
S te a m b o a t Co.
te r. W e had plumes of this grass in prolonged drouths, etc., resulting in the
dealer in Stock and Findings, 7 Lime Rock stree
the house in full beauty from last year destruction of crops, and pestilences
until the plumes of this year were ready among human beings and domestic ani
for the same purpose, and they looked mals. Dr. Knapp has collected a mass
C L O T H IN G .
GREAT THROUGH LINE
about the same as when cut last year. of statistical data, all going to show
W IN TE R ARRANGEMENT.
AND
I liave noticed th a t, in a few cases, th a t perihelion data have always been
L A C K IN G T O N O . £ . , Clothing,Hats, Caps and
Furnishing Goods. 215 Main street, Frye’s Block
U N IT E D S T A TES M A IL R O U T E .
people have bleached this grass, but I marked by unusual m ortality, and th at
consider it looks unnaturally white, and sickness and death have invariably cor
S T M B . C I T F O F R IC H M O N D ,
I have no doubt some of our European responded with the planets in perihelion
CROCKERY.
T he attention of the traveling public is respectfully
CA PT. KILBY,
Invited to some of tho merits of this great highway, in
friends will soon begin to dye it green a t the same time. The revolution of
Commencing Friday, December 27th.
the confident assertion and belief that no other line can
E E K S, A . ItO S S , Crockery and Glass W are,
and probably magenta, just as they al Ju p iter round the sun is accomplished
offer equal inducements as a route of through travel. In
Gas Fixtures, etc, 250 Main street.
IL L LEAVE PORTLAND
ready do with the Pam pas grass plumes in a little less than twelve years, of
every FRIDAY evening at
10 o’clock, for Rockland (arriving
arc in many cases affected by catarrh, and when pros
and also the very pretty F eather grass Saturn in a little less than thirty years, te a rs .
next morning at about 4 o’clock )
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’Sbecome alarming.
Gmiden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point,
Tn vain tlie Mayor attempted to pacify fections
and B riz a ; a more vile taste I cannot of U ranus in about eighty-four years.
A brief survey of this most serious diseaso warns all
Bucksport, (connecting with the Bancor & Bucksport
aro afflicted with IttomaUo speedy preparation for
im agine, unless, it be manifested in I f it be true, therefore, that tlie perihe lioth parties. The bridegrooms stormed nt who
Railroad) for Bangor, Castine. Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
its treatm ent before it becomes chronic. The advan
South W est Harbor, Bar Harbor, Mill bridge, Jones. and Confectionery, Cor. Main Sc Rockland Sts.
some o f the floral designs displayed in lia of these planets occasion atmos eacli other, and tlie brides, between their tages offered by Sanfokd’s R adical Curb we confi
port and Alnchiasport.
dently believe aro to be found In no other remedy.
hysterical
sobs,
mutually
accused
eacli
oth
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florists’ windows, and also in some ca pheric conditions unfavorable to life, er of perfidy. What was to be done? Every step In Its preparation, every lino In tho direc
Returning, will leave Maehiasportevery TUESDAY
mark It as ascientific remedy, calculated to meet
Morning at 5 o’clock, touching as above, (except Bar
ses thought worthy of prizes a t some of pestilential periods should occur once At last the Mayor, losing temper, cried out, tions,
every phase of the disease. The numerous testimonials
Harbor, Bucksport, Sandy Point and Searsport) a r
D
R
Y
GOODS.
from tho best people In the united States attest the
T he track is doul
riving at Bockland about 6 o’clock P. M., and arriving
our horticultural shows. Is it th a t the in a dozen years, and aggravated and “ Am I to proceed with this ceremony, or esteem
In which It Is held by these who havo been
steel rails laid on heavy oak ties, wlUch are embedded
in Portland same evening, usually connecting with
freed from tho most destructive and dangerous disease
iu a foundationof rock ballast eighteen inches in depth.
American people have no taste in these still more wide-spread epidemics at am I not ?”
Pullman N ight T rain and early morning trains for
with which mankind is to-day afflicted.
All bridges are of iron or stone, and built upon the
Boston. Passengers and freight forwarded to Bangor
Tlie two brides, in concert screamed
things and cannot appreciate any light longer intervals. In tracing the history
most approved plans. Its passenger ears, while endJ
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usual summer
No! ”
e at the same time mod«'
Will make landings
and elegant design, but must run in the of epidemics for more than 2000 years,
Commercial W harf, foot of
A carefully revised Treatise on Catarrh, with
Sea street, both ways.
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For further particulars Inquire of
eases, together with mtnuto directions for effecting N A L E X T R A C T OF R O O T S, fo r th e Im m e
had
again
cooled
down,
“
you
could
arrange
Sanford’s Radical Cure a. speedy
and permaperma, __ . __d
J . P, W ISE, Agent.,
tured flower-seller? I cannot think it validate the theory. Thus in the sixth, matters between yourselves if you were left with
— * ----- * ,fi0 observati-------- -’*-*■
J -the
--------—•
diet-and
general
d ia te R e lie f an d P e r m a n e n t C U R E o f A L L
The S a fe ty A p pliances
Office at 214 Main Street.
importance
..... fflicted with catarrh.
is the former with many American ladi and again in the sixteenth centuries, alone. The clerk will show you to my ...............r r ~~ about
Rockland, Dec. 20,1S78.
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each
•h 'bottle o f the Radical Cues, a ffectio n s o f th e T h r o a t au d L u n g s, such a s
1 Furniture, Caskets and Coffins. 290 Main street.
in use on this line well illustrate the far-seeing and lib
es, having seen a few common flowers three of these planets were coincident private room. I will give you half an hour. or will bu m ailedfreo on
Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Spitting of Blood, eral policy of its management, in accordance w ill
which the utility only of an improvement and not its
and leaves put up with the best taste, in perihelion, and those were the most
At the expiration of that time tlie parties
Whooping
Cough,
Bronchitis,
Influenza,
. Improved Inhaling Tube, with foil direc
G R O C E R IE S .
cost has been the question of consideration. Among
both as parlor ornam ents also for funer pestilential times of the Christian era. were summoned to appear again before the tions for uso la all cases. Price, $1. Sold by all whole
Loss of Voice, Night Sweats, Hectic
many may be noticed
and retail druggists throughout tho United States
B ut soon we are to have, for the first Mayor. “ Have you settled your differen sale
Fever, and all symptoms of
al purposes.
and Canada. WEEKS & TOTTER. General Agents
ces?"
he
asked.
and
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Boston,
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Chandlery.
246 Main street.
W e often see a criticism on the bad time in two thousand years, all four of
" Yes, Monsieur le Maire; but—but—”
J a n n e y C o u p le r, B u ffer a n d P la t
I t Is not claimed that it will cure a ll the diseases that
taste of floral designs in general, and these planets against us. They will be
O n e T rip P e r W e e k .
“ Well, what is it ?’!
flesh
is
heir
to,
hu
t
It
Is
prepared
expressly
fo
r
the
perfo rm , T h e W h a rto n P a 
Puints, Oil, Cordage, etc., 121 Main street.
people usually agree with the critic ; but at their nearest approach to the sun in
manent cure of all affections of the throat and lungs.
“ We have effected a change, Monsieur
te n t S w itch ,
yet we see no alteration afterwards, so or soon after 1880, so th a t for a few le Maire.”
I t w ill n o t dry up the Cough and le a v e th e ca u se
behind to attack you again, b u t It will lo o sen and
AND THE
211 Main St., A t the Brook.
th a t it amounts to n o th in g ; but I be years, say from 1880 to 1885, the vital
" A change! What do yon mean?”
c le a n s e the lungs of all ImpurltlCB, and will allay the
“ A change of brides, Monsieur le Ma
lieve if any florist of taste would get up ity of every living thing will be put to
W e stin g h o u s e A ir-B ra k e ,
the Irritation of the th ro at and lungs caused by your
ire.”
a
severe
and
trying
ordeal.
Some
per
cough
or
Inflammation.
I
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pleasant
to
take
and
coBts
a basket and other pieces in good taste
forming In conjunction with a perfect double truck and
HARDW ARE.
And so it was—tlie jealous bridegroom
but 5 0 cents. Prepared only by
it would be appreciated and he would sons think th a t they see in the signs of
road-bed a combination of safeguards against accidents
C u r e s P a i n s a n d A o fte s ,
M. E . R E E D & CO. N e w p o r t, N . H .
had taken tlie jealous bride, and tlie lady
which have rendered them practically impossible.
make money.—Jam es la y lo r in Rural the times evidences of the great disas of tlie fickle glances had taken the gcntloI t equalizes the Circulation.
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G. W .. Tin and Sheet Iron W orker,
I t subdues Inflammatory Action.
ters a t sea in the immediate future. man who liked ladies to “ make eyes at
Stoves, Furniture, etc., etc. 192 Main Street.
New Yorker.
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Itc______ _
I t strengthens t
cold, the prevalence of flood and disas
. House Furnishing Goods,
The astonished Mayor looked at them in
C A P T . O TIS IN G R A H A M ,
A re run on all Express Trains
I t cures lthcum________
I t relaxes Stiffened Cords.
Will leave W interport for Boston every MONDAY at
ters, a t the general failure of the pota silent amazement for a moment or two,
Itcures Nervous Shocks.
Bulbs for th e Flow er Garden.
12.30.
I t is invaluable Ja Paralysis.
to crop, the wide-spread chill fever hut tliey met his look anakashed, so he
naces & A gricultural Tools. 212& 214 Main St.
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Will leave Boston every TH U RS
Itc u re s Inflammation of the Liver.
DAY at about 5 P. SI.
I t removes Nervous Pains.
among human beings, and the equal shrugged his shoulders, and said, “ Well
W . c . L . DREW.
I t cures Spinal W akut ss.
A ll freight must he accompanied by Bill of Lading
presence of the epizootic among ani if you are satisfied it is no busines of mine.
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I will proceed with the ceremony.” And
Itcures Epilepsy or Fits.
O. A. K A L L O C H , A g en t.
mals, are mentioned as among the pre married tliey were.
I t WSafe, Relianle^and Economical.
ZEPHYKANTHES.
Agent’s up-town office 271 Main Street.
I t la prescribed bv Physicians.
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These are handsome little bulbous perihelion.
PRICE 2?CENTS.
plants nearly related to the queenly
W e do not write to alarm any one, Auim al R em ains in Queer Places.
and to all principal points in the far W est and South
Be careful to obtain Colltns* Voltaic P laster, a
M IL L I N E R Y .
A maryllis. They were formerly, for nor to make a sensation. W e state the
with hut one change o f cars. Connections are made in
combination of Electric or Voltaic Plates w ltlra highly
Union Depots, and are assured to all important points.
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species of Am aryllis under the pseu- portance to attach to the subject. T h at fourteen feet long, in South America, and
C A PT . C R E E D ,
domyn of A . Atam asco. They are now the conjoint perihelion of all the large in limestone caves; bears, dogs, foxes and
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best botanical authorities.
which, Jupiter, is a thousand times as and tigers in limestone caves and marl;
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RETURNING, will leave Vinalhaven for Rockland,
The Zephyranthes are alike valuable large as the earth, must disturb our a t the teeth of horses, elephants, rhinoceroses, being the only life work and speeches of F rancis
P ermanently Beautifies the
Main street.
is admitted to he unsurpassed in the world for grande
a t 7.30 o’clock. A. M.
Complexion, P revents and Reme
beauty, and variety. Superior refreshment facilities
for pot and border culture. For pot mosphere and tem perature very consid hyenas, bears, wolves, tigers, etc., are Murphy, Dr. Reynolds, aud their colahorers. Em 
O. A. SAFFORD, Agent, Rockland.
are provided. Employees are courteous and attentive,
in masses in diluvial Boils; oxen in bracing, also, the history of the W omen’s Temperance
dies R heumatism and Gout,
BE N J. LANE, Agent, Vinalhaven.
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culture they are particularly valuable as erably, is probable; that this disturb found
and it is an inevitable result that a trip by the Pennsyl
. Groceries and Produce. Cor. Main and Elm Sts.
H eals Sores and I njuries
peat bogs and marl pits; one six feet high Union. T he best selllug temperance hook published,
vania Railroad must form
they flower, if properly treated, in from ance m ust be injurious to health and and nine feet long was fouud in the isle of 700 pages, 13 engravings. Price 8 2 .0 0 . agents address
of the Cuticle, and
at once,
II. B. GOODSPEED fc Co., N. Y.
tw enty to thirty days after planting. life is certain ; and that these periods Man, in marl, covered with sand, then peat
is A Reliable D isinfectant.
6mo46S
I Choice Family Groceries. 353 Main street.
A Pleasing and Memorable Experience.
F or this kind of culture, the bulbs may have heretofore been pestilential, is a and then the vegetable soil; rhinoceroses
This popular and inexpensive remedy
be planted a t any time during the win m atter of record. How much we shall are found in every part of Europe and in
accom plishes th e same results as
Tickets for sale at the lowest rates a t the Ticket
SM A L L W A RES.
Offices o f the Company In all important cities and
costly S ulphur Baths, sin ce it PER
te r, in six-inch pots filled with a moder suffer during the next dozen or fifteen the Arctic circle; the hippopotamus is
towns.
MANENTLY REMOVES ERUPTIONS a n d
ately rich, light loam, four bulbs in each years depends very much upon how found in England, France and Germany.
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Millinery.
239 Main street.
pot. P lan t the bulb so th a t a t least nearly we live a life in accordance with elephants (called mammoth) have been
Complexional Blemishes are al
Gen'l Passenger Agent.
General Manager.
II. F . G. COOK has resumed the general prac
ways obviated by its use, and it renders
one-third of its length will be above the the laws of life.— Science o f Health.
tice of Medicine, and will give prom pt attention
found in Europe, America and Siberia; one
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AN,
New
England
Agent,
to professional calls.
tlie cuticle wondrously fair and smooth.
203 and 205 W ashington Street, Boston, Mass.
surface of the s o il; w ater and set in a
found near Abingdon, now at Oxford, 4 3 “ Office formerly D r. Boynton’s, No. 267 Main St.
T A IL O R S .
obtained fo r Inventors, in the United States. Canada,
Sores, S prains, Bruises, Scalds,
Iyl5.
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